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Freeze dilution
efforts rejected
WASHINGTON (AP) - With plenty
of votes to spare, the House yesterday
rejected efforts to dilute a nuclear
freeze resolution labeled "a formula
for permanent insecurity" by President Reagan.
House Democratic leaders remained confident of victory over the
largely symbolic call for a "mutual
and verifiable" halt in the arms race.
But the chamber's slow progess suggested a final vote might still be
several days off.
By a 229 to 190 vote, the Democratic-run chamber rejected a major
modification proposed by Rep. Elliot
Levitas, D-Ga., that would have permitted older nuclear weapons to be
replaced by newer ones in lieu of a flat
freeze.
In the wake of that test, Speaker
Thomas O'Neill, D-Mass., said the
resolution "won quite easily" despite
furious lobbying by the president and
ranking officers of his Cabinet.
But a welter of other amendments
still stood in the way of a final vote.
Many were filed by Republicans and
defense-minded conservative Democrats who claim the proposal, although nonbinding, could undermine
the president's ability to negotiate
with the Soviet Union.
Photo by/Liz Kelly

Going Once. .

Larry Chase, sophomore physical therapy major, and Mark Koster, sophomore journalism major, check over the many bikes up
for sale at the Annual Charities Board Bike Auction. Other items available included jewelry, umbrellas and pocket calculators.
Proceeds go to the University Charities Board for distribution.

"IF WE don't finish it today, we'll
finish it nest week.. . We've got
plenty of time." O'Neill said.
Le vitas told the House his "strategic build-down" proposal, which sug-

gested that two old warheads be
retired for each new one produced,
would give the president more flexibility.
But freeze proponent Rep. Edward
Markey, D-Mass., called the Levitas
proposal "just a public relations
cover for the arms build-up the Reagan administration wants.
The Levitas amendment was
viewed by both sides as a key vote,
perhaps the best chance freeze opponents would have to modify the proposal to make it more to the
administration's liking.
O'Neill suggested that freeze leaders would be able to fend off all other
major amendments - including a proposal by Rep. Mark SUJander, RMich, endorsing the administration's
insistence on reductions of U.S. and
Soviet nuclear arsenals before consideration of a freeze.
The chamber first took up the legislation last month, but leaders ordered
it put aside after more than 12 hours
of debate failed to produce a final
vote.
President Reagan, in a letter read
during House debate, said the freeze
proposal would "hinder, not help"
efforts to reduce the risk of nuclear
war.
But Rep. Clement Zablodd, D-Wis..
chairman of the Foreign Affairs panel
and chief author of the freeze resolution, defended the document as a
move to help "restore stability and
sanity" in the world.

Committee allots funds for key social programs
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Republican-controlled Senate Budget Committee sheathed President Reagan's
budget knife on welfare, food stamps
and other key social programs yesterday as it tentatively crafted an overall spending program containing $12.7
billion more than he wants for nondefense items.
In contrast, the same panel had
slashed his defense buildup by onehalf in a lopsided vote last week.
The committee left welfare, food
stamps and subsidized housing pro-

grams virtually unscathed, and
slowed his cutbacks in Medicare,
Medicaid and other health programs
considerably. And instead of a oneyear freeze on federal pay, it voted for
a six-month delay of the next boost.
Still ahead was a decision on possible tax increases, yet another area
where aides said the panel was likely
to override Reagan.
The committee was expected to
complete work on its tax ana spending
blueprint late yesterday or today.
Some aides cautioned, though, that a

majority of the panel might reject the caid and other health programs over
emerging plan entirely If the deficit five years, the committee supported
cuts of $14 billion. Aides said that
became too large.
makes it unlikely Congress will apThe latest decisions were all put prove Reagan's plan to increase hostogether by Sen. Pete Domenici, the pital costs for many Medicare
New Mexico Republican who chairs patients in exchange for a new prothe committee, and embraced by both gram of catastrophic health insursides. Republicans hold a 12-10 major- ance.
• It rejected Reagan's proposed
ity.
cuts in welfare, food stamps and
subsidized housing. The president
DETAILS include:
• Instead of Reagan's proposed $31 wanted to trim food stamps by $1.1
billion reductions in Medicare, Medi- billion, claiming that could be saved

from "waste and corruption." But a
Congressional Budget Office study
issued earlier yesterday said such a
cut, in a program now costing $12
billion, would fall upon the nation's
poorest families.
• The panel voted to reject entirely
Reagan s call for revision of the Civil
Service retirement system.
• In place of his proposal for a oneyear freeze on cost-of-living increases
for federal retirees, the panel endorsed a six-month delay.
• The committee voted to spend $300

Replacing the charts

million more in 1964 than Keagan
wants for child nutrition programs. It
also rejected Reagan's call for a cut
of more than $600 million in low-income energy assistance.
• Committee members voted to
Srovide $1.7 billion more for educaon than Reagan wanted, junking his
proposed cuts in guaranteed student
loans as part of the package.
The committee had voted previously to slash Reagan's proposed 10
percent defense buildup for next year
to S percent.
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Underwater fat test reveals ideal body weight
by Greg Brown
reporter

Although height and weight charts
are often used to determine the normal weight for a person of a specific
height, the charts are gradually being
replaced by body fat measurement
tests, Dave Harackiewicz, graduate
assistant in the College of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation,
said.
According to Dr. Steven Dunn, assistant professor of HPER, body fat

measurements are better indicators tion is compared to a chart that conof a person's ideal weight because verts the average into the percentage
they take into account body density of body fat, he added.
and muscle size as well as height and
weight.
"The skin-fold method gives us a
ballpark figure. The underwater
There are two ways to measure weighing method is much more accubody fat; the skin-fold method and the rate," Harackiewicz said
underwater weighing method, Dunn
THE UNDERWATER weighing
said.
The skin-fold method uses a caliper equipment consists of a plastic chair
to measure thickness of pinches of suspended from a scale. The chair is
skin from the abdomen, nip, tricep submerged in a large, metal tank
and back. The measurements are filled with four feet of water. When
averaged and the resulting calcula- the subject sits in the chair, only the

shoulders and head remain out of the
water, Harackiewicz said.
The subject then leans forward until
submerged. Simultaneously, blowing
as much air as possible out of the
lungs, he added.

The heaviest underwater weight,
the weight of the chair, and the
height, weight and age of the person
are fed into a computer and the percentage of body fat is determined, ne

"Air in the lungs causes the I
float making the underwater
less than normal," Harac
said.

The ideal percentage of body fat for
a man is 12.5 percent and for a woman
20 percent to 22 percent, Dunn said,
adding that the figures are not an
absolute rule and are merely
guidlines because the physical activities by the individual vary the percentage of body fat.

Harackiewicz said the procedure is
repeated six to 10 times and the heaviest weight is used.

Nobel Prize-winning poet 'Yearbook' begins
writes about oppression
by June Remley
staff reporter

by Ada Spy ker

reporter
Czeslaw Milosz, winner of the 1980
Nobel Prize for Literature, visited the
University Tuesday afternoon to give
readings of his poetry.
Born in IJthuania, a republic of the
Soviet Union, in 1911, Milosz grew up
in Wilno, Poland, where he worked as
a writer and editor for underground
publications during World War H.
Milosz is now a professor at the
University of CaUfornla.Berkeley
where he teaches Slavic languages
and literature.
During his work as a writer in
German-occupied Poland, Miloaz said
there was no trouble with censorship
because Hitler said the Polish were
not good enough to have any type of
literature.

human mind. In another work, he
described his negative views of Communism.
"I dislike it because it (CommuHe said he managed to put together
a collection of ana-Nazi rpoetry enti- nism) is based upon a lie, Milosz
tled "Independent Song.' The print- said. "Lying Is the first rule and the
ers at this time placed themselves In essence of that system."
serious danger for publishing hit
Americans believe all politicians
work, he said.
Milosz was reared a Roman Catho- lie, be said, but lying as a principle is
lic and attended parochial schools in very rare.
Wilno as a child, he said. Some of lus
Milosz said American writer Watt
poems reflect his memories about Whitman was a major influence on his
Wilno and the time he spent as a writing. He knew of Whitman before
schoolboy on the banks of the two be was able to read and write, he said.
rivers that surround It, he added.
Although be can speak French and
English, Milosz comities to write his
"I SPENT a lot of time on those two works in Polish. His presentation
rivers canoeing and swimming," Mi- Tuesday consisted of both Polish
readings and English translations.
losz said.
Milosz's first widely read book was
"I have never been tempted to write
"The Captive Mind." In it, he tells of in French or English. I have been
the effects of totalitarianism on the writing only in Polish," Milosz said.

"There was only underground activity," Milosz said.

In an effort to provide University
minority students with experience in
publication and to give minority activities more coverage, PREP was
born.
Proud Races Emphasizing Progress, the minority student publication, is basically a yearbook,
awarding to PREP President Charles
Bridges.
"But there's trouble in calling it
one, because then we're in direct
competition with The Key. Some people felt we shouldn't compete with
mem," Bridget said.
Some important minority activities
are left out of The Key, according to
Bridges.
"the Key does a good job with
minorities, hut we just wanted to get
an up-close, personal type of thing,"
he said
Working on the minority publication gives minorities a chance to be
involved in publication. Bridges said.

"It's good hands-on experience. I
don't think a separate section in The
Key would serve that purpose. I just
don't think the (minority) community
would respond to it." he said.
THE MINORITY student publication is not intended to divide minorities and non-minorities, he said.
"I don't want that. That's not what
the purpose of that is. I just want this
to get the minority people together,
not separate them from anyone."
The Idea for PREP came to Bridges
during the Christmas holidays when
he went home to Oberlin, Ohio. He
learned about a minority student publication at Oberlin College from
friends there, be said.
After the holidays, Bridges returned to the University and began
work on his idea. He passed out a
survey in an effort to gauge minority
students' enthusiasm and needs.
Then, be sought volunteers from minority groups on campus, he said.
THE STAFF of about 20 people
hopes to produce the publication in
August, Bridges said.

Fire reported
The Bowline Green Fire Department responded to a fire call in
Overman Hall yesterday at 4:15
pjn.
Lt. Dean Gerkens of Campus
Saftey and Security said the source
of the smoke was reportedly a
short in a first story water cooler.
"There was a lot of smoke in the
building, but nothing too serious,"
Gerkens said.
Fire crews were on the scene for
about IS minutes before returning
to their classes.

Measles outbreak
Confirmed cases of the measles
have been reported in Oxford.
Ohio, Dr. Janice Lloyd, medical
director of Student Health Services, said yesterday.
Students needing measles immunizations should make an appointment during the Health Center's
regular hours, she said.

Mother, son run
MACOMB, 111. (AP) - Peggy
Foster won't be on the sidelines
cheering for her son when he runs
in the 87th Boston Marathon. Instead, she's likely to be trying to
keep up with him.
Mrs. Foster of Macomb and Scott
Foster of Chicago on Monday may
be the first mother-son team to run
in the prestigious 26-mile, SOS-yard
race, Jerry Nason, former sports
editor of the Boston Globe, said.

Weather

Showers likely today with temperatures reaching the mid-OOs. Decreasing showers tonight with
temperatures dropping to the low
40s.
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OPINION
Administration taints
candidate selection
University President Dr. Paul Olscamp says be finds
It "sad" and respects Undergradute Student Government Vice President Mark Dolan's resignation from the
Search and Screening Committee for Vice President for
Student Affairs. We also find it sad and respect Dolan's
decision to resign from his seat for the reasons he relayed to
President Olscamp in his resignation letter and to us.
Dolan says he resigned from his seat "because of the
unethical and unnecessary pressure exerted" by Phil Mason,
assistant to the president, as to which candidate he should
endorse. He says Mason gave him a name he should "seriously consider" before the committee's last meeting when
the choice of candidates would be narrowed down to five. But
Mason terms this "pressure" as a "difference of opinion" he
and Dolan had.
. Whether it was pressure exerted as Dolan says, or just a
difference of opinions as Mason says, the issue is why should
an administrator, who is the liaison between the president
and the committee, be discussing the candidates with any
one on the committee at all if he has no voting power? And
more so, if a committee was established for this search
process in the first place, why is an administrator facilitating
the effort to make sure a candidate he thinks is qualified is in
the final selection?
We do not believe the administration should have any say
in the nomination of candiates until after the election because
the process will not be fair and objective if they do. Therefore, the pressure or opinion Mason exerted on Dolan was
inexcusable.
We have to assume, like Olscamp, that those remaining on
the committee did use their better judgement in nominating
the final candidates for the important position. And that the
five candidates are indeed the committee's recommendations and not the administration's.
We would like to commend Dolan for his better judgement
on withdrawing from this committee, and ask the administration to think twice next time before voicing its "opinion"
when it pertains to endorsing possible future administrators.

Smash your pet peeves
into the grimy asphalt
I think David Letterman may have
picked up on something with potential
lor great success. On at least two
occasslons, Dave has included a bit in

HUMOR
by Scott R. Carpenter

Street and giving a steamroller about
a six-mile start to gain momentum
before turning the little imp-mobiles
into a pile of flat, twisted metal.
Speaking of twisted, can you imagine what one of those insipid salad
bars in the dinning halls would look
like after being rolled over by one of
those handy metal monsters?
How about plastic fruit? We could
make plastic applesauce.
While we're at it, let's smash a set
of kitchen appliances so the lonely
Maytag repairman will have something to do other than making stupid
television commercials.
While I'm on the subject of appliances and TV commercials, one
swoop of a steamroller could provide
Highland Appliance with a year's
supply of "Oooops" sales.
The possibilities are virtually limitless. We could flatten anything... anywhere.
Got a neighbor with an extremely
loud stereo? Smash it (the stereo, not
the neighbor). Sick of having to
choose between fish and hamburgers
three meals a day, seven days a
week? Smash it. Tired of waiting in
lines for hours on end? Try it with a
steamroller underneath you and
watch the lines shorten real quick.
This is just too good of an idea to
write off. Maybe for my birthday next
year I'll rent a steamroller of my own
and celebrate in style.
Maybe the University would be
willing to rent one for use at football
games.
In any case, I hope David Lettermen hasn't copywrited the idea.
There's too much fun to be had.

WO.
bis show where people bring their
least favorite objects, or some sort of
symbolic item which they would like
to see destroyed, to a vacant parking
lot somewhere in New York. With the
aid of some dreary-looking fellow
atop a steamroller, Dave turns such
items into something that resembles a
floppy disc.
what a great idea!
Just think of the possibilities.
They're endless.
Some of the things Dave helped
people to flatten include a cute, fuzzy.
blue Smurf and a well-balanced
breakfast.
Just look around campus or around
your dorm room or apartment. You
must nave ideas of your own for
things you would like to see become
part of a cement parking lot. I do.
Anyone with a car on campus would
probably turn out to see one of those
annoying little scooters, the ones the
Parking Services people bounce
around in, turned into a blue spot on
the Commons parking lot. (what a
great money-making event that could
be for some young, enterprising news
editor to look into.)
Those of us drivers who are often
stack behind a Junior high kid on one
of those motorized bicycles putting
along at 20 miles per hour will enjoy Scott Carpenter, a freshman magthis: How about lining up 30 or so azine major from Oregon, Ohio, is
llopeds side by side down Wooster News Editor for the News.
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Abortion TV program emotional
Yesterday, I previewed a program
WBGU-TV, Channel 97, plans to air
Monday. April 18, at 8 pm. The show,
part of public television's new

radio stations, staff from Counseling/Career Development Center and the
editor of The Sentinel Tribune.
I was not offended by the contents of
the film and found it informative and
emotionally draining. After viewing
the film, I believe I'm more aware of
the emotions this decision can provoke and how the operation is performed.
The show was filmed entirely in and
near Chester, Pa., a small industrial
city south of Philadelphia, and focused on a clinic where more than 3,000 abortions were performed last
year. The film-makers have been said
to have spent several months gaining
access and establishing trust with the
doctors and staff of this private clinic.
The show portrays true accounts of
this agonizing decision, and centers
around two women who experience an
abortion, two who decide to continue
with their preganancy, and the manner in which the clinic operates. And
to explore the subject more indepthly, the show also focuses on
activities of a "Right-to-Ufe" doctor
who every Saturday pickets the clinic,

COMMENTARY
by Julie Thornton
documentary aeries FRONTLINE, is
titled "Abortion Clinic" and records
personal details about an alternative
women choose to continuing a pregancy.
Personnel at the television station
are concerned about the reaction this
show may receive and wanted opinions from people who are in professions which involve concern with the
community's best interest They also
wanted some prior published reaction.
Other people who previewed this
show Included counselors from the
junior and senior high schools in the
area, representatives from The Link,
personnel from WFAL and WBGU

offers free counseling to alternatives handled the women was personable
and provides his home to several and admirable. Concern toward a
women who decide to continue their woman's life and her decision were
pregnancies.
shown through the questions asked
But in spite of the film's educational prior to the operation, and until the
value, I don't think it portrays an very end each woman was informed
accurate representation of the women as to the alternatives to abortion and
who choose to have abortions, the was asked if she had considered each.
many reasons they choose to do so,
But in spite of the clinic's profesand the places abortions are offered.
All of the women portrayed in the sionalism and the fact that the film
film share Mnpiwui hardship as well showed more than one woman's agas experience an unwanted preg- ony over the decision, the clinic u
nancy. This factor plays a major role only one type of place abortions are
in the reason the one of the two performed. I'm left wondering:
women chose to have an abortion. I
think this predicament has an influ- • Do all places which perform operaence on a woman's decision in ways tions conduct themselves in the manthat it wouldn't for a woman who had ner this one in Pennsylvania does?
means to financial stability or were • Are the reasons these women chose
not letting it be a major concern.
to have the abortion fairly common
All the women were fairly young, occurrences?
too, and for the two who chose to go • Are there other reasons women
ahead with the abortion, this seemed choose to have abortions which were
to be the primary factor. Each of not expounded upon in the show?
them felt they were not ready for a
child, or another one, because they Julie Thornton, a news/editorial mathemselves were still young.
«r from Columbus, is Editor of the
I felt the manner In which the clinic
ews.

Bowling Green imbues perspective
terms were never conveyed. Months
later figures showed a rise in unemployment and the nation's leaders told
us ft was because inflation was down.
All of these events have stacked and
piled to cause an attitudinal chafing of
an unstable set of values.
Our local-level problems echoed
national dilemmas and those in power
positions felt the first tremors of
potential earthquakes.

As commencement day draws
closer, it seems only fitting to refrain
for a moment from our torrid schedules to reflect on the instance and

COMMENTARY
by Ronald D. Clancuttl
■■■■■
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circumstances that shaped and characterized the education that our diplomas will document.
The diploma wont say that, as
freshmen, we saw the bitterness of
rival communities such as Iran and
Afghanistan and the Individual torment the wrath of a nation can impose
on the attitudes of its people. Confined
to the boundaries of campus, similar
behavior began to sprout and often
campus events were marred by intermittent examples of man pitted
against man.
We saw the tactics of presidential
candidates as they "out-promised''
each other until confusion mounted to
a fever pitch so inconceivable that
even the smallest of issues was distorted.
We saw the dreams of our nation's
athletes crushed by political tactics
as the Summer Olympic Games in
Moscow were boycottea by the United
States In the hopes of making dear
our position about Soviets in Afghanistan. We stood united, but was it
worth it?
A much-needed breath of fresh air
seemed to be on the horizon as a new
president came in with the simultaneous release of the American hostages in Iran. It wasn't long after that
our hopes of untroubled times were to
be crushed again by the attempted
assassination of President Reagan,
followed by another attempt on the
life of Pope John Paul H, a man of
peace. Believing that anything was
reliable seemed incomprehensible.
By the time an assassin's bullets
finally rang true and took the life of
Anwar Sadat, the American public
had been lulled into a state of animosity that only raised our eyebrows long
enough to get up and change the
channel.
As the months wore on, an increase
was seen in the chemical and other
substance dependency in circles of
national decision-makers and their
constituents. Is it any wonder why?
Inflation increased and the need to
combat this was evident. The methodology was so complex that laymen's

without the consent of the Trustees,
a new president at the University was
tucked into office and announced days
later. Students and faculty were not
as distressed as to who was in office
but to the powers available without a
democratic approach.
Issues that had previously been
Ignored due to student apathy began
to pronounce strongly the mores and
values of various cultures. Interest
groups, such as Women for Women,
began to build and make bold
statements akin to the righteous attitude all Americans should utilize.
Previously, University students sat
back and watched tuition increases
and landlord tactics run rampant.
.Our Student Consumer Union took the
bull by the .horns and exposed the
landlord issue with grandure. Meanwhile, Undergraduate Student Government wrestled the recent Student
Code changes and brought to light
many arguments against allowing
tuition increases.
The passivity aura often characterizing the University is dying a slow
death. It is the motivation of our
people forced to action by the growing
distrust of our politically motivated
leaders that has spurned this desire to
put words into action. Perhaps this is
why we see editorials in the News that
are so fiery and bitter. We're all mad
about something and feel justified in
releasing aggression by speaking our
minds. It's not wrong to submit an
editorial complaining about worn
dirtpaths on campus. We have
learned that if it is a bothersome
issue, say so!
Our battle with a passive attitude is
far from won but ft Is the desire to
emerge from this lethargic position
and beg to differ that will thrust us
into the world with momentum and
drive. The squeaky wheel gets the
grease.
The issues that are just ac
and eventually found commc .
have no business in the vast, evergrowing society that we are running
in. I fed the essence of our education

LETTERS H mmm
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President Olscamp reacts
to Dolan's resignation
I am saddened by Mr. Mark Dolan's
decision to leave the Vice President
for Student Affairs Search Committee. I repect him and, therefore, his
decision. I also respect Philip Mason.
with whom I have worked for several
years and who has never acted in an
unprofessional or unethical manner
during that period. I can understand
how two people, in the context of a
working search committee, might
Disagree about the proprieties of fLscussing the merits of candidates. But

i
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is to achieve this very attitude: to four years will multiply again In the
question the accepted and stray from next few years.
the norm, unafraid that error indicates weakness, and to be ever-cuThe flavor we are left to deal with
rious of the factions of our society that leans heavily on perspective. This
shape our attitudes. And all, to con- characteristic was achieved here in
tinue the "incognito" memtamorpho Bowling Green but certainly not in the
sis that is significant of all that went classroom.
into the piece of paper that validates
For all that went into that diploma,
completion of four year's time.
none of which is printed on it or
Certainly all our influences have anywhere else, I am proud to take my
not had a negative connotation and place among the graduates of Bowlmany of the less venomous events ing Green State University in 1963.
have also contributed to our present
state of mind. It is, however, my
opinion that the sensory overload we Ronald D. dancutti is a senior public
have been subject to over the past relations major from Berea, Ohio.
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New Cartoonist
Tun Thompson, graduate speech communications major torn North
Royalton, Ohio, is a new addition to the editorial page. Thompson will
comment on lite at the University with his twice weekly comic.
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I must emphasize that the choice ot description of the process and agrees
the final five candidates was by se- that it is accurate.
creroallot. I must assume that those
Df .Paul J. Olscamp
voting did, in fact, express their best
judgement and that the final list Is the
President
result of their deliberations. Thus, I
Illinois counselor praises
believe the selection of the finalists
was made after open and rigorous
Bowling Green students
debate. No member of the administration nominated candidates, and
This past Easter vacation, three
none voted in the selection of the middle-aged (over 45) school teachers
finalists. Unless I find none of the and one son resumed our annual pilcandidates to be acceptable, which is grimage to the Appalachian Trail
unlikely, I will choose a vice president where we hiked a 52-mile section.
from among them.
During the five day walk we enProfessor Gerald Saddleinire, chair countered and shared experiences
of the search committee, has read this with s group of 34 students from

BGSU. Myself being a high school
counselor, I was pleasantly surprised
to find that today's student would go
anywhere but the beaches of Florida.
More Impressive was the consideration they exhibited toward not only
the trail itself, but also-f or each other
and those like us wnom iney met
along the way.
In summary, you should be proud in
knowing that these students reflect
the high standards your fine University represents.

Jasper

Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
IN University Hall

HOW

Leonard M. Wlnans
Counselor, Nil*. West H.S.
•kokle, Illinois

by Bates and Moore

RESPOND

TV BO News Opinion Page Is the
forum for comments reartides in The News or
issues concerning the
University and its community.
Guest columns from members of
the University community we
gladly accepted. If you would like
to write a 'commentary' column
please contact the editorial editor.
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Treehouse Troupe provides theatre for children
by Kym Keveady
reporter

Remember as a child how you loved
to go to the school auditorium to
watch plays like "Little Red Riding
Hood" and "Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs?"
The Treehouse Troupe, the University's award winning children's

theatre company, provides such entertainment In Its productions of "Androcles and the Lion" and "Poetry
Schmoetry," which they perform for
area schools every Tuesday and
Thursday of spring semester.
The troupe includes six university
students who perform about 35 shows
a year, director of the troupe Dr. F.
Scott Regan, assistant professor of
speech communication at the Unlver-

Aecordlng to Regan, the troupe
members are selected through auditions at the end of fall semester and
are responsible for participating in all
aspects of productions, including
props, set design and performance.
"The purpose of the troupe is to
provide college students with the opportunity to train in the area of children's theatre and to bring theatre to

the schools," Regan said.
EACH PLAY has its own message
that children can identify with meat
effectively through role-modeling, he
added.
Regan said the message doesn't end
after the performance. He said he has
a study guide for teachers outlining
topics for them to discuss with their
classes. This enables the children to
demonstrate what they have learned.

Hamiltons honored by BG Rotary
by Michelle Maulorlco
reporter

If any one person can be credited with
putting Bowling Green on the map, it
has to be three-time men's national
and world figure skating champion
Scott Hamilton. The signs at all entrances to town marking the city as
the birth place of the skating sensation attests to the town's great pride
in its most famous citizen.
In honor of Hamilton and his family, the Rotary Club of Bowling Green
is sponsoring "A Tribute to the Hamilton Family." The event will take
place on June 9, in the Grand Ballroom of the Union.
Mike Brenan, Rotary club youth
committee chairman, said the main
reason for the event is to raise funds

to help send the Hamilton family to tribute because he is busy and is
the 1964 Olympics in Sarajero, Yugos- uncertain of his plans.
Hamilton's popularity in the area
lovia. to watch their son compete.
draws thousands each year to the Ice
According to Brenan, the event is, Horizons and International Stars ice
"a thank-you to Scott and bis family shows, in which he is featured. The
for the recognition they have brought two shows alternate each year and the
Bowling Green."
Ice Horizons show is to be mis year's
attraction.
The club will attempt to raise $2,000
The shows differ in that the Ice
and will donate any money made over
that goal to Bowling Green's Carter Horizons is sponsored by the Bowling
Green Figure Skating Club to proPark, he added.
mote skating and defray the club's
"I THINK it (the tribute) is tremen- expenses, Dr. Hamilton said. The
dous and it is very appreciated," International Stan show is a charity
Hamilton's father, Dr. Ernest Hamil- event held for the American Cancer
ton, associate professor of biology at Society. The donation is in memory of
the University, said.
Mrs. Hamilton, Scott's mother, he
Dr. Hamilton said be does not know added.
if his son will be able to make the
Hamilton will be performing at this

FALL 1983

T-SQUARE
121 South Main
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
3528488

CALL 372-0181

A Bus Trip to Ann Arbor
for a day of shopping,
sight-seeing and fun!
Sat., April 16

From $150.00 /month

Call us at 3524717
(Maurer Green)
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Sign up at the Graduate
Student Senate Office
3rd Floor McFatl Center

Swing into Summer

FOR MORE INFO.

The LaPorte Herald-Argus asked
the county GOP in a front-page
editorial to open the meeting to the
press or call it off.
The local GOP's acquiescence to
Nixon's request for a news blackout "deserves vigorous protest
from the press in general and from
this independent Republican newspaper in particular," Dick Morrisn, the paper's editor and
publisher, wrote.

Bus leaves 9:30am from Union Oval
Returns 6pm

Greenbriar Inc.

resumes • ads • menus • pamphlets • flyers
posters • booklets • forms • certificates
business cards • stationery • programs

LaPorte County Republican Party
at the LaPorte Holiday Inn. The 400
tickets have been sola out for more
than a week.

presents:

Efficiencies Furnished
and Unfurnished

We can do all your typesetting and
layout designing in an affordable
and efficient manner.

Brenan foresees a good turn out for
the $25 per couple dinner.

GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE

From $175.00/ month & electric

Bring your ideas to us!

HAMILTON rarely makes it back to
Bowling Green, but when he does Dr.
Hamilton said, "be is in and out
quickly because he just does not have
the time to spend here."
Brenan said the tribute will Include
a dinner and program consisting of
speakers and film clips of Hamilton's
Cormances. Cathy Pratt, a journainstructor, will be mistress of
ceremonies.

SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) - Despite one newspaper's objections,
farmer President Richard Nixon's
address on foreign policy at a $50-aperson Republican fund-raiser will
be closed to the press.
"It's a format that's worked well
lately," Nicholas Ruwe, Nixon's
chief of staff, said. "Particularly,
the contributors seem to appreciate it." He said in a telephone
interview Monday from New York
that all but one of Nixon's recent
fund-raising appearances on policy
"have been oft the record."
Nixon is scheduled to appear
April 20 at a gathering for the

and

1 Bedroom Furnished
and Unfurnished

(Juslow ^Designing

Last year 946,000 was donated, including an anonymous donation of
$20,000, Dr. Hamilton said.

Greater Toledo in recognition of its
outstanding productions and was recently invited to appear at the Ohio
Theatre Alliance Children's Theatre
in Wooster, Ohio.
This weekend the troupe will perform "Androcles and the Lion" and
"Poetry Schmoetry" at 7:30 p.m.
Friday and at 2 p.m. Saturday in
University Hall's Joe E. Brown
Theatre.

Nixon blocks press,
despite objections

WORLD STUDENT
ASSOCIATION

Greenbriar North

GRAPHICS, inc.

year's Ice Horizons show April 22 and

he added.
"The children really enjoy coming
to the plays and for some of them It!
the first time they've seen a live
performance," George Fields, a
troupe member, said.
Regan said the response has been
good, with most schools asking the
troupe back every year.
The company received an award in
1960 from the Arts Commission of
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New graduate president tells goals
fcy Naacy Beach
staff reporter

When Beverly Baker
was elected president of
Graduate Student Senate
last Friday, she welcomed
the challenge, yet she is
just beginning to find out
what the Job entails.
"You have certain perceptions of a job before you
do it, but you don't really
know what it involves until
you do it," Baker said.
Having been president
for only three working
days, Baker said she still is
not certain of all her responsibilities, but she has
definite goals as GSS president.
"I want to make sure the
view is balanced," she
said. "I want to get more
involved with non-traditional students, international students and third-

world students. I want to
have a good blend."
Former GSS President
Karen Aldred was instrumental in starting a nontraditional student committee in Faculty Senate
and Baker said she would
like to help strengthen this
area.
"We have just made a
start there and I would like
to see it develop," she said.
"Many graduate students
here work full time and
study part time, and I
would like them to feel
they have equity."
BAKER WANTS to accomplish these goals by
listening to graduate students' needs and making
sure the financial concerns
of graduate students are
attended to. She said she
wants graduates to feel
they are equal to undergraduates in importance.

"I want to make sure
that the general fees are
allocated so they benefit
graduates," the said, "I
want them to know they
an paying their money
and getting something for
Another financial area
she is concerned with is the
Professional Development
Fund and the Thesis-Dissertation Fund. This
money Is designed to help
students with the research
which Is necessary to complete a graduate degree.
Baker said the fund has
experienced cutbacks,
only to be followed by a
reinstatement of funds.
She added that she would
like to the see the level of
funding remain stable and
then begin to increase.
There are also housing
and library committees
that Baker would like to
oversee, in order that

THURSFR1SAT-SUN
Gals LEE CHAMBRAY SHIRT
Natural Reg. $20.00 SALE $7.95
BIB SHORTS\X)TTON SWEATERS
Reg. $17.00

JEANS N' THINGS
for Guys n' Gals
531 Ridge St.

There is still time
Left to support your
. SororHy/FraternHy
order your

The
Place...

BAKER HAS had plenty
of time to become acquainted with the University community. She has
been a resident of Bowling
Green for seven years and
did her undergraduate
work at Heidelberg ColJege, in Tiffin, before
transferring to the University to earn a master's
degree in college student
Krsonnel. Upon receiving
r degree, she became a
hall director and worked in
Ashley, Dunbar and
Founders residence halls.
"After that, I decided to
enter ED AS (Educational
Administration and Supervision) to get a Ph.D.,"
Baker said.
She plans to finish her

doctorate requirements in
1964.
Baker said she hopes to
eventually work at a small
Eastern liberal arts college advising financial affairs. Another goal she
said she has is to run her
own consulting firm which
would offer problem-solving advice of all natures to
colleges.
"I love working with people, I think it's Just fascinating. I like seeing how
some things affect other
things and working out solutions to problems," she
said.

believes In what she is
doing and she wants to see
if her beliefs will be affected by her new job.
"No matter what you do
people will always say that
you are selling out, that
you are ignoring their interests. Someone will always be second guessing
you, and I just have to be
assured that I have done
my best in every situation." Baker said.
She said her first opportunity to talk at length with
the outgoing president and
new officers of GSS will be
on Friday.

BAKER HAD the opportunity to work in Washington D.C. for awhile and
said becoming president of
GSS is her opportunity to
see if she really likes politics and if she can deal
with issues.
She also said she really

"I will know more about
the situation when I meet
with them." she said, "In a
way it will be hard following Karen (Aldred). because she was so sharp,
but hopefully it will keep
me sharp and at my best.

CUSTOMIZED
APPAREL

COLUMBUS (AP) - The
man who piloted the
bomber Enola Gay when it
dropped the first atom
bomb on the Japanese city
of Hiroshima says a nuclear freeze wont work
and that continued weapons development is the

only way to guarantee containment of the Soviet
Union.
Those who favor a nuclear weapons freeze "are
a bunch of idiots, and you
can quote me," retired Air
Force Brig. Gen. Paul Tibbets said.

"They don't know what
they're freezing. It's some
kind of fanaticism. They're
not being realistic," he
added.
Tibbets, now president of
Executive Jet Aviation in
Columbus, was at the controls of the B-29 named for

THEY DO IT
in southern calif.
at Stadium laundry
Bui, in the frozen iwamps of northwest Ohio,
theywid it couldn't b*don«!

But...

Wl DO

his mother when Hiroshima was bombed on Aug.
6,19*5.
"Arms limitation Is for
the birds," he said in an
interview Tuesday. "I've
got confidence we will continue to develop weapons."
The Soviets "don't care
about human life," and
must be kept guessing
about American firepower
and must not be allowed to
think they can win a war
against the United States,
he said.
TIBBETS SAYS Americans may one day be
thankful for the nation's
nuclear arsenal.
"There could be a time
when we get down on our
knees and thank the good
Lord we have the capacity

to defend ourselves," he
said.
Tibbets has had a front
row seat in American military and aviation history.
He tested military
planes before and during
World War II, shot skeet
with Gen. George Patton,
led the first raid on German-occupied Europe,
commanded the first 100plane raid, flew Gen. Mark
Clark to a secret rendezvous in North Africa with
French resistance leaders,
flew Gen. Dwight Eisenhower and his staff from
England to command the
invasion of North Africa
and played a role in the
Manhattan Project, which
developed the atomic
bomb.
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Beverly Baker

Bomber pilot opposes freeze

\ Reg. $25.95 & $21.95

SALE $10.95 & $11.95\SALE • $19.95
LADIES KNIT TOPS Reg $9 99$ 12 99
25% OFF
SALE - $5.25-$9.75

T.O.'s
Campus Corner

graduates might get additional research materials
and adequate living quarters.
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Apply: 106 University Hall

8 am to 5 pm

Deadline: Friday April 22, 1983
90i EVAxwter- AeroH from Kohl Hall

HELP WANTED
Food Operations Employment

Operations job applications for Fall 1983
employment will be distributed to students
on:
Tuesday, April 19,1983 • 8:00-10:00 a.m. only
Wednesday, April 20,1983 • 3:00-5:00 p.m. only
in the Forum of the Student services Building.
Students will be limited to two (2) applications
in order to insure that as many students as
possible have the opportunity to apply for a job
with Food Operations. Students should take the
completed applications to the appropriate dining
hall/snack bar by Thursday, April 21, 1983.
Applications will not be accepted after that date.
Note' Job opportunities with Food Operations for
the Fall Semester will be at a minimum due to the
fact that Student Employment Applications will be
taken during Pre-Reg this summer and any remaining
jobs will probably be filled at that time.
Therefore, students planning to return to BGSU
next fall and wish to be employed by Food
Operations, should not miss this opportunity for
early application submission.
SSSSSSSSSS6SSSSSSRSSSSKS««SS&4«S

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Congratulates
our new
JUNIOR EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
Pledge Educator.
Ass't Pledge Educator.
Alumni Relations
Ritual
Spirit/Greek Events
Faculty Relations
Social Chairmans
Scholarship
House Improvements.
Public Relations
House Manager
Sports Chairman
IFC Representative
Wardens
Chaplin
House Artists
Chroniclers
Philanthropy.
Sound System

,

Dave Czech
Todd Ruppelli
Mike Smith
Brad Hajost
Phil Babuder
Lee Johnson
Rob Adams
Brad Neff
Sonny Tobias
.Todd Ruppelli
Jeff Jason
Matt Miller
Shawn Panyard
Bill Stuart
Dave Czeck
Rob Neumann
Jeff Keene
Fred Koury
Jeff Jason
Paul Smith
Dan Babcock
Scott Mesel
Phil Babuder
Sonny Tobias
Jeff Keene

we.
nil
MOVIES

MILT TATLEMAN
Lectures on

HOW
HOLLYWOOD
ADVERTISING
IS OUT TO
GET YOU!
Wednesday, April 20
9:00 p.m.
Grand Ballroom

Free and open to all!
Brought to you by:
Department of Marketing
Department of Popular Culture.
and Films Studies Program.
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Brink's robberyJasLyeaiL

Trial begins for suspect
CLEVELAND (AP) - A
Brink's Inc. armoredtruck driver testified yesterday that a man being
tried for a role in last
Sir's truck robbery was
one who held a gun on
the driver's partner.
Under cross examination by defense lawyer
Clarence Rogers, driver
Martin Gallagher said he
was certain Herbert Roquemore was part of the
gang that robbed his truck
of |70,000 the day of April 1,
1962.
Gallagher said he
watched through the back
window as his partner,
Paul Donley, was pinned
against the truck by a gunman he said was Roquemore.
Roquemore, 39, has
pleaded innocent to two
charges of aggravated robbery stemming from the
robbery and a similar
Brink's robbery in January.
A seven-woman, fiveman jury is hearing the
case against Roquemore in
the Cuyahoga County Common Pleas Court of Judge
Richard McMonagle. The
trial, in its third day, is
expected to last about a
week, prosecutors.said.
At ONE point during his
sometimes-heated testi-

bullet wound at Huron
Road Hospital. Inqtnan is
to be tried later. Police
said they are still seeking
others in the robberies.
At the time of the robbery last April, police
lauded the holdup as OM of
the most professional in
citv history. Two getaway
vehicles were recovered
within miles of the robbery
scene, chilling the trail for
police.

mony, Gallagher asked $87,000 to a money exRogers to allow him to change located in a sundry
demonstrate his action on shop in Cleveland Heights.
the day of the robbery in- He did not identify Roquestead of "giving me this more.
jazz."
"He said 'Hit the ground.
"I'm not giving you any Don't scream.' " Turner
Jazz," Rogers snot back. 'I testified. "I said 'I'm hit.'
just want you to answer That told the driver that
we were being robbed."
my question."
Gallagher was one of two
In that robbery, gunfire
eyewitnesses who prosecu- between the Brink's driver
tors said they would call in and the robbers was exattempts to link Roque- changed. One of the susmore to the robberies.
pected robbers was
Assistant County Pros- injured.
ecutor Michael Nolan later
YUSUF LUQMAN, 37, of
called Brink's messenger
Jimmy David Turner to Cleveland Heights, was artestify. Turner was am- rested and charged with
bushed by robbers Jan. 6 aggravated robbery after
as he prepared to deliver he sought treatment for a
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storewide
Thursday, Friday, Saturday! Spring fashions for the
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M%-25% off cotton T-ahirta. Essentlolt, Auborglna. Rag. $10-120,
aala $1 $15
2»% off luaatlali wovan blouaaa.
Strip*.. Rag. $17-$19. sole $13-$1S
I*.** skirts. Polyester/cotton. Slzat
8-18. Orlg. $28-$30.
2*%-»% off coordinate.. Investmanti, Jock Wlntar, moro.
Orlg. Slo-SSB. tola *12-$66

West port

20% off all fashion chain.. Fomous
makers. Rag. $5 $25 solola-MB

24% off aborts. Coptlona and updatad
atylaa. Rag. $12-$15, aala St-11.25
Weitport (DIM/162/80/660/184).

20% off hot., fabric bans, rahiwaar.
Rag. S6-S25. sale 4.80-$20

20%-2*% oH pools, aberts, aklrta,
Polmottos. more. Rog. S12-S36.
aa4e$t-2S.»t
24% affcaardlnataa. bobble Brook,.
Tomboy. Rag. S16-S63, sola $12-44.50

Children

Accesaoriaa (0112/4t/628/62t/0t/tS/
40/54/621/665/06).

20% off twM camp aborts. Boys.' 8-14,
rog. ond slim. Rog. $10. solo SO
24% off oport top*. Boys' 4-20.
Rog. $5 514, sale 3.74-10.40
30%-40% off Mgbliiilghl iocketi.
Boys'4-20. Rag. S38-S40.
sale 11.*0-24.«0

Intimate Apparel
20% off Vaeearotto doyweor. Camisoles, slips. Rag. 410-416,
.ole $8-12.00

20% off soft robes. Wrap or lip front.
Rog. S32-S6. aala 24.60-44.0*
20% off short tricot sleapwaar. 100%
nylon. Rag. S13-S26. aala 10.40-20.00
24% off short cotton gown.. Cotton
blend. Reg. $16, sole $12

*•'• e»T* JoreaKhe fotent. Bootcul ,
B-14. Rog. $27*30, aala 21.60-424
Teddler apring plgywaar. Slzoa 1-4T.
Rog. $5 $9 aoU 3.7S-6.75
Infants'aunsurt.. creepers. 6 24
*
months. Rog. $9$ 10, sale 6.74-7 SO
24%amaakliaabarta.Glria'7-l4.
Reg. 513-415, aoUt.75-11.24
2*%-*J%offknlttapa.Glrla'7.1.l.
Reg $9 $12. sale *6-*t
20% off tarry rompers. Girls' 4-6> |.
Nautical. Rag. $8 $9 sole 6.74-6.1 *
ChUaVen(D72/74/677/S0/61/37/5l/6iq.

20% Off ON panties. Rag. 2.7S-SS.
sale 2.20-6.40

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

24% off RPM poplin slocks. Poly/
Cotton. Rog. S26, .ele 20.W
Men. (027/101/39/613/102/113|,
Young Men'. (Dl63/104/108/183; .

2*% off tag*, aborts. Boys' 4-20.
Reg. 6.50-415, sela4.t0-l 1.25

Intimate (0155/26/04/122/300).

Visa-Mac
cards welcome

2*% off Campua UTbjro piqun knit
ahlrta. Solids. Rog. $15. satoSU

20% off Clubhouee ho.iery. leotards,
and sport socks. Rag. 1.25-426,
sofa SI-20.N

Buy 2, gat I free from Warner.'.
Select bra.. $11 $18.

Juniors

25 % off Voting Men', knit top*.
Select short slaava stylo. Rag.
S10-S22.MtoS0-l7.a0

20% oH all ladles sunsleues. Mony
stylos. Rag. $10 $18. sole $0-14.40

2i% off coordinates. Flra lalandar.
Devon. Rag. $16-445. sole $12-33.75
25% off bleueoe. Crinklo and updatad

20% off Young Men', outerwear.
Spring atylaa. Rog. $35-445.
aaUS2*-$>*

30% off uaconstructad pursa
accessories. Rag. $6$15.00,
•ole 4.20-10.50

24% off Pailgnar Original.® knit
top.. 3 atylaa. Rag. $15-$20.
aak.11.2M15

atylaa. Rag. $I6$23, sole $12-17.25

save20%-25%
Man's slocks. Macy's own.
Orlg. $24-$30. .aU $11-524

22% off Cotton Work.hop T-shirts.
S-M-L. Solid., atripaa. Rag. SIS.

20% OFF

145 N. Main B.G.

■!

25% off Chaatarflaid polo.. Cotton/
polyaatar. Rag. $19. aala 14.25

»(DM/63/109).

call 352-3841 11-3 or 354-1120

.

Spring handbag., aala and apodal
purchase! Nylon, llnan, atraw. B.H.
Smith aultboga, Tono vinyl. Stone
Mountain aportcloth, Mocy'a convoa.
Reg .$15-$48. sole 11.25-$36

The New Duck On The I

-III

25%-45% off iprlng pant.. Slie.
32-38. Rag. $28-439. sale $1*

20% off .wlmwear. Nylon/lycra,
cotton/lycra. Rag. S32-S75,
Mle 25.60-60.00

Shoe Store

$535 per month
-9 month lease

25% off iprlng .klrtt. Siiaa 32-38.
Rag. $24-$39. aala$ia-2».25

ClubhouM (0176/642/676).

\ IIS

20% off all caete. ksckets. Spring
.tyle.Orlg. $35$1S0.
aale 26.25-112.50

tola 13.M-S2.se

24%-S3% oillaChina blouses. Crapo
da china. Baautlful spring colon.
Slia«4-I6. Orlg. *30-*42, ealo *22-*27

Swimwear (0172), Young Collector (0666/
662/667).

Reg.S24.95

it H att*

25% off topi. Spring knit blouses and
woven shirts. 38-44. Orlg. $18-330.

33% off wild polo ahlrta. Polyaatar/
cotton. Orlg. $18. aala$12

tft

850 Sorth SI. at South College
2 bedroom him. apt.
2 full baths
cable vleton-dishwasher
4 x 10 storage locker

Macv Woman

Newel maker .portswaor cooraHaalai. John Meyer broadcloth,
Breckenridge poplin and linan.
Mocy'a Clubhouse linan, twill and
Baby Cord. Orlg. $22-»130.
sole lt.50-**7

Misses

2*%effMataarseperate.. 100%
polyaatar. Rag. $26-$B0,

Sony,, no phone or maH orders.

mocys
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Freeze dilution efforts
M0eC0W(AP) The proposed freexe.on U.S. and
Soviet nuclear weapons
would create the "appropriate atmosphere" for
arms reduction talks, highranking Soviet officials
Three officials yesterday
indicated the Kremlin has
not closed the door to compromise In negotiations on
limiting "Euromissiles."
The U.S. House of Rep-

resentatives scheduled a
vote yesterday on a resolution calling for immediate
U.S.-Soviet negotiations to
seek a freeze on testing,
production and deployment of atomic weapons
and reductions in the number of existing weapons.
President Reagan's administration has opposed
the freeze proposal, arguing it would "reward" the
Soviets for their recent

arms buildup and leave the
United States at a military
disadvantage.
U.S. «*n««i« also have
said a freeze would require
stringent on-site inspection
of Soviet facilitiesiby outsiders to ensure compliance.
Three Soviet officials
granted an interview on
condition they not be identified.

In Lecture
author-theologian

Nathan A. Scott
Thursday, April 14,1983
7:30 p.m.
St Thomas More Chapel

"Storyin recent
theology and
literature"

free and open to the public

25th Anniversary
BOWLING
TOURNAMENT
Saturday, April 16, 11:OOam
Buckeye Room, Union
Free and open to all students

Singles only for single elimination tourney,
fifteen frames per game, trophies awarded
Sign up in UAO office, 2-2343

JOHN NEWL0VE
REAL ESTATE
FROM HOUSE AND APARTMENTS
ALL SIZES AVAILABLE!
SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVERYONE!
Now leasing for summer
and fall.
Reasonable Rates!
Call us now for your
housing needs.
319 E. Wooster
354-2260 or 352-6553
(close to campus)

Ex-NFL
player
offers
rejected comments to Schlichter

THE SOVIET position
"naturally does not mean
that... we have invented
absolute truth or a readymade prescription" for
agreement, one said. "We
have a flexible position."
The Soviet officials reiterated their government's
support for the general
idea of a freeze, but dismissed the suggestion of
mandatory, on-site inspection.
An official said a freeze
"would be easy to implement and would not require long talks." And it
"would assure the appropriate climate for holding
negotiations on reducing
arms."
But he signaled some
Soviet uncertainty about
precisely bow a freeze
would work. "The question
of what should be frozen
and how it should be frozen
needs clarification," be
said.
On the subject of the
"Buromissile" talks,
which appear deadlocked,
the Soviet officials were
firm in their rejection of
the Latest U.S. position and in their defense of Soviet leader Yuri Andropov's proposal. But they
were careful not to rule out
future give-and-take.
The United States, under
a NATO decision, plans to
deploy 572 new mediumrange nuclear missiles in
five west European countries beginning late this
year. The Soviets have a
similar number of mid-

range rockets targeted on
Western Europe.

ANDROPOV has proposed the United States
cancel deployment of its
new missiles in exchange
for a reduction of the Soviet force to 162 missiles the number Britain and
France have in their nuclear arsenals.
The Americans, British
and French reject this,
saying any deal that is
worked out must count
only U.S. missiles against
Soviet.
Reagan last month
dropped his demand for a
"zero-zero" solution cancellation of the U.S.
deployment in exchange
for elimination of all Soviet
medium-range missiles
and said be was ready to
work out some other, unspecified "interim" solution.
The Soviet officials were
asked whether their government would offer a new
proposal in response to
Reagan when the Geneva
talks resume May 17.
"What new proposals
can you expect from us?"
one asked, saying the Soviet Union should not be
expected to give its "blessing" to the planned U.S.
deployment, or to advance
any "unilateral concessions" in the negotiations.
The officials said they
knew of no new plans and
said the Soviets could not
be expected to make more
concessions.

COLUMBUS (AP) - Paul
Hornung, suspended for
betting on National Football League games when
he played for the Green
Bay Packers, is offering to
Hornung says he will ask
NFL Commissioner Pete
Rozelle to talk to
Schlichter, who federal
law enforcement officials
say lost $389,000 to
Maryland bookmakers in
the first three months of
1963. When he couldn't
cover $159,000 of the losses
and the men threatened to
go to the Baltimore Colts,
Schlichter turned to the
FBI and helped with the
arrest of four Maryland
men, authorities say. The
four pleaded innocent yesterday when arraigned in
federal court in Columbus.
Hornung, a former Heisman Trophy winner at
Notre Dame, and Alex
Karras of the Detroit Lions
were suspended in 1963 by
Rozelle tor wagering on
NFL games other than
those involving their own
teams. The suspensions
were lifted after one season.

whole career is on the line.
And well he should."
Hornuns says he never
bet more than $1,000 on pro
football games and finds it
difficult to believe that
Schlichter could run up a
$389,000 betting tab.
"I don't believe all that
bull I see in the newspapers," be said. "I know
when I was going through
it, the right story wasn't
out until a month afterward. And then not entirely.
"... I've got some big
questions. For instance,
what bookmaker is going
to let you lose $389,000? If a
man is worth $50 million
and he goes to (Las) Vegas
and he's got credit of $300,000 and he can pay it SO
times over, once he gets to
$300,000 they're not going
to give him any more
credit. That's just good
business.

"IF SCHLICHTER did
get a loser and didn't want
to pay and then called the
FBI and trapped some sonof-a-gun, he s not my kind
of guy. Most of the gambling people I've met are
honorable. It's an unwritHORNUNG, in an inter- ten creed as far as gamblview with Columbus Dis- ers are concerned. They're
fatch columnist Dick probably more honorable
enlon, says he would ad- when it comes to a debt
vise Schlichter, the Colts
No. 3 quarterback: "
'Make a clean breast of it.'
I know what he's feeling
now - he's feeling that his

NOW LEASING
Close to campus, banks and fast food
OFFICE HOURS:
Dependable maintenance
Mon-Fn 9-5
• ALL heat, water and trash pickup paid for
Sat 9-12
Tenant pays electric only
PHONE
• Summer rates available

FALL 1983

We have what
""you're
looking for!!

352-0164

RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN
AMHERST VILLAGE BEHIND WENDY'S

* Whole Houses
Close to campus

COME BLOW YOUR
HORN!!!

724 E. Wooster St.
114 Ridge St.

* Apartments in Houses

or beat a drum, or wave a flag lor play sousaphone) in the

1 Bedroom furnished
From $200.00/month
Efficiencies
2 & 3 bedroom
Furnished & Unfurnished

1983 FALCON MARCHING BAND

* Apartment Complexes

Membership information will be
available in the Union on
Monday April 18 from 10-3 p.m.
Information is also available

Frazee, E. Merry, Ridge Manor
8th Street - only $50.00 deposit
Willow House - air conditioned

Call 352-0717

Anytime by calling the Band Office

Greenbriar Inc.
(Maurer Green)

(372-2181 Ext. 15)
Need some quiet time to study?
Feeling cooped up?
Tired of the commuting hassle?
if vou answered ves to anv of these questions,
you n want to check-in to Best western Falcon
Plaza s ABC Plan for Sunday nignt savings on motel
rooms me ABC Plan includes all this for only
S19 95
A

Afternoon checkout

B

Breakfast on us at our restaurant

C

complimentary coffee — available 2d hours

ALL FOR $19.95*
SUNDAY NIGHTS ONLY — SINGLE OCCUPANCY
To ati.ilitv 'or specul room i .ne vou must present ,1 v.ilifl
B&SU Student ID
Adciitioaii person -55 00

BEST WESTERN

than any businessman you
could ever meet."
It was suggested to Hornung, from Louisville, Ky.,
that a gambler might want
to get Schlichter, a quarterback who could control
the result of a game, on the
hook.
"There's always the dan5er of what people who
on't know anything about
gambling would think," he
replied. "And that thought
would be that they were
letting him get in so far
and then asking him to
throw a game. That's the
worst bottom line that
could possibly happen."
Hornung guesses the
NFL will discipline
Schlichter. "They can't let
it go unnoticed,'' football
analyst for Atlanta television station WTBS, said.
"I don't think there's been
enough discipline with the
dope stuff going on. Some
of those guys should be
suspended, too."
Warren Welch, head of
NFL security, says the
league hopes to wind up its
probe before the college
draft April 26 but is unsure
that can be accomplished.
He hasn't indicated what,
if any, punitive action the
league will take against
Schlichter, a former Ohio
State star.

The Honors Student Association is proud to
announce the winners of the 1st Annual Tuition Raffle:

^Pulsar.Quartz
Why pay more.
Or settle for less.

JAYBURLINGAME-$850 :
JULIE SAYLOR
$ 50 ;
AMY NIEDERMIER- $ 50
ROGER SAYRE —$ 50
:
Thanks to all those who supported the raffle.
Also, special thanks to all the
honors students who participated
in this successful project!

Honors student Association Council:
Keith Ackerman
Sheryl Berger
Susan Chne
Sue Dillon
Joan Enneking
Dan Fomich

Sue Hojnacki
Kathi Kainsinger
Mike Noggle
Terry Reynolds
Radell Roberts
Chris Schetter

Pulsar Quartz.
Always a beat beyond. In technology. In value.

Joe Weger

Located across from Harshman Dorm on wooster Street id 19i 3524671

V

EWELRY>TOR£

J
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When driving the open highway, John Samaco. finds that his CB radio is his only means of companionship and communication.

"It's not just a sit-behind-the-wheel-and-drive-job."

Runner
With hit 280-pound girth supported behind the
wheel of his massive 18-wheel rig, John Samaco
personifies the image most people associate with being
a trucker.
Samaco, a 34 year-old Akron native, has experienced the hardships of being on the road since he
began driving a truck 17 years ago.
"It's not just a sit-behind-the-wheel-and-drive
job," he said. "It seems like every load is an 'Oh my
Cod, it was supposed-to-be-there-yesterday load.' "
Samaco said one of the hardest parts of his job is
trying to make his deliveries on time.
"If you bust your butt and hustle to get a load
delivered on time, so what? It's expected of you. You
don't get a pat on the back for doing a good job."
Samaco added that being away from his wife and
two children is one of the roughest roads to travel.
"I LOVE my wife and family, and not being able to
see my kids grow up is hardest for me. That is what a
lot of people take for granted and is something I miss
most." '

Samaco stands by the 18-wheel rig which he drives lo make a living.

Being away from home is not only hard on John,
but on his wife, Cora.
"If you're going to do this for a living, you'd better
find a good woman. My wife takes on all of the
responsibility while I'm gone, and even has to mow
the lawn."
Aside from the separations from-his family, Samaco said he spends a great deal of his time trying to
avoid the numerous regulations involved with the
hauling of long distance freight.
According to Samaco, half the trouble with his job
is having to keep in line with state highway patrol,
police, weigh stations, load limits and many other
restrictions that vary from state to state.
"I feel like I'm a target for everyone who wears a
badge. Even when there's a minor violation, they
make you feel like you're the world's greatest criminal."
ONCE SAMACO has successfully eluded all legal
entanglements, he said he still must contend with
angry foremen.

"After reaching the point of destination, it isn't
odd to have a foreman look at you and say 'why did
you bring that here?' " he said.
"The confusion is caused when people in Chicago
order things for a job in West Virginia."
He added that this confusion and unorganization
causes much delay, leaving him sitting in his truck for
as long as three days waiting to be unloaded.
While out on the road, John said he misses some of
the comforts of home. Adequate food and lodging are
difficult to find when one is living from truck stop to
truck stop.
Samaco said after being on the road for a while, it is
not hard to find where the best food is served.
Although many times he is left without a choice and
has to settle for food "even cockroaches couldn't
eat."
"Finding a clean restroom is a luxury because some
of them I wouldn't want my worst enemy to go into,"
he said.
Currently a long-distance truck driver for Demag
Corp. of Solon, Ohio, John says hauling is not
something he hates, but "something that he has to
do."

Story & Photos by
Phil Masturzo
Reflected in the side-view mirror of his truck, John Samaco
pensively waits for the frieght to be unloaded from his truck.

With a bit of brute strength, John Samaco secures his load before departing for West Virgina

After driving all day, John Samaco takes the opportunity lo
catch up on lost sleep.

•
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Too much for Medicaid. . too little for insurance
CINCINNATI (AP) Navy veteran Bruce Parka
figures he's not the only
one caught between too
little income to afford medical insurance and too
much to qualify for Medicaid.
"I feel then; must be
other people like me,"
Parka, 90, a low-income
housing resident, said.
State welfare officials
say Parks isn't an unusual
case. But knowing he's not

alone doesn't comfort
Parks, whose $480 monthly
income for himself and his
wife is $96 more than is
permitted for Medicaid recipients.
"I'm disgusted and aggravated," Parks, a Navy
veteran and former factory laborer said. "I've
read where some congressmen say they can't live on
$62,000. But here we are
just trying to live on what
and all I'm
my

asking for is some medical
insurance."
Parks said diabetes and
gout forced him to leave
the work force about 10
years ago. He considers
He and his wife, Norms,
live on her Social Security
disability, her $16 monthly
pension from a greeting
card company and food
stamps worth $22, Parks
safcTMrs. Parks is deaf.

THEIR COMBINED income is $5,520 a year,
which puts them below the
federal poverty level. However, when Parks went to
the Hamilton County Welfare Department a few
weeks ago to apply for
Medicaid be was told be
didn't qualify.
Although Parks is neither aged nor blind, ha
apparently was considered
for assistance because of
bis physical condition.

id is federal and
m medical Insurance
. is provided to welfare
mothers and their children
and to the aged, blind or
disabled.
The income was the, disqualifying point - he was
told it exceeded Medicaid
gidelines for eligibility by

said. She said if Parks has
monthly medical bills of
more than $96, he'd be responsible for that amount
and Medicaid would cover
merest.
Parks said his medical
bills usually average $45 a
month, and he's angry at
the suggestion they must
be higher before he dan get
Medicaid.
"It's a stinking system,"
he said. "The guy who can
keep his doctor bill down is

"Basically, he had too
much income," Arlena Edmonds, a supervisor for
the welfare department.

the one they ought to be
helping, not the one who's
running up bills of $96 a
month.
PARKS SOUGHT help
from welfare after he received a $330 hospital and
ambulance bill In February.
Since being denied Medicaid, Parks said he's contacted third-party insurers
about a private policy. He
said the cheapest he could

find cost $60 a month,
which be can't afford.
Parks said hell try to
lose some weight, control
his diabetes and gout and
hope that be stays healthy
without insurance.
Rose Ann Benson, chief
of the public assistance
division of the Ohio welfare
department, said many
others have the problem.
"I don't know now many
(others there are), but
there are a lot," she said.

Opponent snubs lunch date set election eve

Washington becomes Chicago's first black mayor
CHICAGO (AP) - Harold
Washington promised an
"open-handed, healing"
administration yesterday
as Chicago's first black
mayor, but his defeated
Republican opponent
snubbed a promised unity

luncheon and left for a
Florida vacation.
Bernard Epton, bitter in
losing his quest to be the
city's first Republican
mayor in 52 years, offered
no concession. He dispatched his brother to the

reconciliation meeting,
breaking a pledge made on
election eve to attend, win
or lose.
The election of Washington, a two-term Democratic congressman, was
hailed by several of the

LOW SUMMER RENTALS
•A LARGE VARIETY OF HOUSING
•SOME HAVE FREE AIR CONDITIONING
•SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVERYONE
DON'T WAIT TOO LONG
OUR APARTMENTS ARE GOING FAST!

NEWL0VE MANAGEMENT

The BGSU Gospel Choir Presents:
1983 Spring Concert

"Christ Won't Fail"
1506l*mtm
For more info call 352-8943
$1.00 advance

$1.50 at door

The City Council now
must set a date for Washington's inauguration to
the $60,000-a-year post.
CHICAGO VOTERS
showed they believe "a
mayor should be elected on
the basis of ability, not on
an irrelevant factor such
as race," Los Angeles
Mayor Tom Bradley, said.
"Harold Washington can
now begin the healing
process which is so vital to
Chicago."
The Rev. Joseph Lowery, president of the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference, said Washington's victory "indicates not
only renewed black interest in the political process,
but shows how determined

WINTHROP TERRACE
NORTH & SOUTH

'83 - '84 OFFICERS

5:30 - TODAY
300 Moseley,. Interested individuals
encouraged to attend.

OFF(CE - 400 Napoleon Rd
Phone 352-9135

Call Days Evenings a Weekends

536-3701
3550 SECOR RD.
SUITE 201
TOLEDO, OH.

EseabeatlCsatar

FOR A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE ■ COME OUT
IAND SECURE YOL\R APARTMENT FOR SUMMER
I & NEXT FALL NOW! WE PAY HFAT WATER j

For Information About Otter Canters
in Mora Than 10S Major US Citlet * Abroad
Outside NY State
CALL TOIL FREE: SOO-223 1712

25th
ANNIVERSARY

l AND CABLE,
ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS AVAILABLE
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED
OFFICE HOURS 9-12 ft 1-5 MON-FRI
EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Open Sat. April 16
10-4

OPEN 7 DAYS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

presents

LOCAL TALENT NIGHT
featuring
Owen Redwine, George Fields,
Steve Zollos, Lisa Horstman,
Dan Blinn, Kelly Broadway,
Tom Kruble, Chris Bare,
and Joan Frlesner

Friday, April 15
8-11 p.m.
Sidedoor, Union
$1.00
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BIG FAT SALE
MENS & LADIES

/4th Birthday.
• J i SALE v v j

and united blacks are in
having a stronger voice in
government."
About 40 percent of Chicago's population is black.
Washington gained his
39,568-vote margin victory
with a huge outpouring
from blacks, who gave him
97 percent of their votes,
according to the exit poll.
Washington also had
strong support from Hispanics, who gave him 59
percent, and white support
in the liberal North Side
lakefront area.
With 99 percent of the
ballots counted, Washington had 656,727 or 51.4 percent of the votes to 617J59
or 48 .3 percent of the votes
for Epton and 3,725 votes
for Socialist candidate Ed
Warren.

International Relations
Association Elects
-

THERE'S STILL
niWIE TO PREPARE,

Better traditional
clothing and spbrjtswear

AT
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LEASING FALL 1983
•516 E. Merry Avenue
•656 Frazee Avenue
Features

•2 Bedroom Furnished
w/2 full baths
•1/2 block from campus
•Laundry facilities

HUGE
SAVINGS
Pftsierers-GIadfeox
*

!

Firtf U0§4 Msthdift Chunk

LSAT
JUNE 20

i

Press-WMAQTV poll of
voters leaving polling
places. He said people are
"a little tired" of the tensions that surfaced in his
contest with Epton and
promised to move swiftly
to bring the city together.
"The damage I think ban
be assuaged very quickly
by an open-hand, healing
unifying attitude," Washington said on CBS Merning News. "It will take a
little more time, it wont go
on ad infinitum."

Sunday April 17,1983 3:30p.m.

352-5620

.Sfe*i2ey-rl.
KAPLAN

nation's other black big- who bolted in the election
city mayors and national remained on the sidelines,
Democrats, who had ral- but Alderman Roman
lied to his side as many Pucinaki, who had supChicago party regulars de- ported Epton, promised to
work with Washington.
fected to Epton.
"It will stir up the hopes Pudnski said the way the
of black voters," former new mayor conducts his
United Nations Ambassa- administration would be
dor Andrew Young, the sec- 'key ' to allaying fears
ond black to serve as among whites.
mayor of Atlanta, said.
The 60-year-old WashA black civil rights ington captured virtually
leader said it indicated re- unanimous black support
newed black interest in the but won the backing of only
political process.
18 percent of white voters,
SOME DEMOCRATS according to an Associated

$425.00 month & electric
CALL 352-0717

Greenbriar Inc.
(Maurer Green)
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New gas tax beneficial, fair for truckers
CINCINNATI (AP) Transportation Secretary
Elizabeth Dole said yesterday that truckers win benefit from legislation that
Increases federal fuel and
highway use.
Dole said she sympathized with independent
truckers who staged a nationwide strike over the
increases earlier this year.
But she said the tax increases were needed to
repair highways and will

ultimately benefit truckers
and motorists.
She told a Greater Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce forum that truckers
will be paying more of a
"fair share" under the
measures, which take effect in stages.
"Even when it is fully
effective, our statistics
show that the truckers will
be paving about 25 percent
less than their fair share
for use of the highways,"

Dole said. "And that's
what this is designed to do,
to Just provide for the fair
use of the highways."
Independent truckers
say the increase in "user
fees," including a nickel-agallon gaa tax hike, impose
an unfair burden on them.
"The independent operators have had their problems, no question," Dole
said. "And I'm very sympathetic about the problems that they have had.

"AND I FEEL that as
the economy begins to recover, as we pullout of the
recession ana recovery begins to pick up steam, they
will be the first to benefit
from this process."
A provision allowing
wider, heavier and longer
trucks on interstates and
some primary roads will
ultimately offset the tax
increase, she said.
"What that does is to

increase productivity for
the truckers, according to
our figures, by about |4.9
billion," she said. "The
tax. our figures show, will
cost the industry about |1.7
billion. So that there is a
net gain of $3.2 billion for
the truckers in this legislation."
Dole, wife of Republican
U.S. Senator Robert Dole
of Kansas, was sworn in as
transportation secretary
last February. Previously,

she was an assistant to
President Reagan for public liason.
She was in Cincinnati
yesterday to address the
forum, meet with local
leaders and take a bus ride
to a school for performing
arts.
In her half-hour address,
Dole praised Ohio's recent
crackdown on drunken
driving. She said efforts to
get tougher drunken driv-

ing penalties in numerous
states demonstrates citizens can get things done.
"We can start the wheels
of government turning
when we care enough
about an Issue," she said.
She said she hopes to
showcase at the national
level some of the best
safety and drunken driving
measures adopted by
states. _
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American
Heart
Association
WE'RE FIGHTING
FOR YOUR LIFE

"Pill" may be dangerous
BOSTON (AP) - Some
brands of birth control pills
raise levels of a kind of
cholesterol linked with
heart disease, and longtime use of these pills
"may be undesirable," a
study says.
The research may exri why women who use
pill face an increased
risk of heart attack and
stroke.
The researchers found
widely varying levels of
different forms of cholesterol in pill users' blood,
depending largely on the
proportion of two kinds of
sex hormones in their birth
control pills.
Pills that are relatively
high in progestin and low
in estrogen raise the levels
of the hazardous form of
cholesterol, called low density lipoprotein cholesterol, or LDL. But pills that

were low in progestin and
high in estrogen didn't do
LDL CAUSES fatty deposits on the blood vessels
and makes them narrow
and clogged. This condition, called hardening of
the arteries, contributes
directly to heart attack
and stroke.
The effects of the balance between the two hormones "may underlie the
increased incidence of
stroke and myocardial infarction (heart attack) in
women of childbearing age
who take oral contraceptives," the researchers
wrote.
They recommended that
doctors "use caution" in
prescribing pills dominated by progestin to
women who already have a
higher than normal risk of

"Well Save99
You Money

heart disease. Among
these are smokers and
women who are overweight or older than 35.
"Prolonged use of profestin-dominant oral conraceptives may be
undesirable," they wrote.
The increased risk of
heart disease is thought by
some experts to be a major
reason why use of the pill
has fallen in the United
States since the mid-1970s.
More than 50 million
women around the world
take birth control pills.
The study was conducted

by doctors from the National Institutes of Health
and the universities of
Washington, Iowa and
North Carolina. It was published in last Thursday's
New England Journal of
Medicine.
OTHER STUDIES have
shown that the heart attack risk is three or four
times higher than normal
among women who take
the pm, but the hazard is
greatest among older
women. Studies say the pill
alone causes about 67 heart
attacks yearly among each
100,000 users between the
ages of 40 and 44.

NEW

MENU

LOWER
AT

fres CXAMNCO »r an. Kvmtn a BAKER, OD

Daily HAPPY HOURS
4-6PM & 9-10PM

RUSH THETA CHI
the
DG DANCERS

THETA CHI HOUSE
7:30 PM

!s»

DEXTER'S <?>
Super Duper
4.20
Super
2.60
Hems Cheeee
2.65
Salami & Cheese. 2 55
Men Htm
2.70
Hamburger
2.56
Vegetarian
2,40
Turkey
2.66
Tuna
2.66

INCLUDES
Meatbal
2.65
Roast Beef
2.96
Ptaa
2.56
Steak
3.60
Italian Sausage .2 95
Al sub* Include cheeie, lettuce, tomato,
onion, hot peppera. Man aauce ant)
mayonalee. Made en freen buna baked
deity m our own bakery. White or whole
wheel bune available

Sunday-Wednesday 10am-1am
Thursday-Saturday 10am-3am

Today's information service professionals are pursuing rewarding careers in
many interesting environments, including: industry, research and medical
facilities, law firms, information brokerages, television and radio stations,
publishing firms, museums, newspapers, database facilities and information
networks, public libraries, and school libraries.
The MATTHEW A. BAXTER SCHOOL OF INFORMATION AND
LIBRARY SCIENCE at CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
can provide you with the credentials necessary to enter the diverse,
rapidly growing information service professions:
* Our fully-accredited program leading to the degree of Master of Science in
Library Science is designed to be completed in a single academic year.

Now is the time to meet the men who are
building a proud future on a proud past.

SUB MENU

A CAREER FOR YOUR FUTURE:
THE INFORMATION
PROFESSIONS

510 E Wooster
352-4497/352-9814
Subs- 12 Varieties

Lunch
Special Daily
1/2 Sub & Chili
or
112 Sub & Salad

$1.95

except roast beef,
Italian Sausage
or Steak
Not Good on DtMry

11AM- 7PM

* The master's program offers opportunities for specialization in career areas
with real growth potential: ARCHIVAL ADMINISTRATION,
INFORMATION SCIENCE, ART, HEALTH SCIENCES, LAW, MUSIC,
and PUBLIC LIBRARIANSHIP.
* Our doctoral program in information and library science can help to prepare
you for positions in research, teaching, and administration.
* For the qualified applicant, we offer financial aid in the forms of
ASSISTANTSHIPS, SCHOLARSHIPS, and LOANS.
Interested in finding out more about the information service professions and our programs of
study? Contact:
Offku if iaWrffifff

MATTHEW A. BAXTER SCHOOL OF INFORMATION AND LIBRARY SCIENCE
CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
OmkM 0U$ 44406

Or «# *fef 216-368-3230
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Police interroaate Walesa House passes bills to protect renters
GDANSK, Poland (APILech Walesa, chief of the
outlawed Solidarity labor
federation, was seized and
interrogated by police for
nearly five hours yesterday about a clandestine
meeting with underground
union leaden.
"As a free man, I have a
right to meet with anyone,
even criminal elements, so
long as the meeting has no
criminal intent," Walesa
said.
Walesa disclosed Tuesday he had met with the
Soldarity underground
over the weekend.
Walesa's spokesman,
Adam Kinaszewski, said
Walesa "didn't confirm or

deny" to the police that he
met with the Solidarity underground. "He simply refused to make any kind of
statement (to police)."
The Solidarity chief was
seized about 2:45 p.m.
(7:45 a.m. EST) and as
police bundled him off in a
red van for questioning, he
yelled to reporters, '"Tell
the whole world they are
breaking the law."
BEFOR WALESA'S release, government spokesman Jerzy Urban issued a
statement in Warsaw denying "the false information mat Walesa has been
arrested." But a spokesman for Walesa said offi-

<2
cers armed with guns and
threatening to use force
did arrest him.
It was the second time
Walesa was detained since
he was released from an
11-month martial law internment in November. He
was picked up by police
and driven around Gdansk
for nine hours Dec. 16 to
keep him from addressing
a rally outside the Lenin
shipyard, where Solidarity
was born in August 1900.
Under Polish law police
may detain people for up to
48 hours without charge, a
tactic they used often in
dealing with Walesa and
other labor activists before
the creation of Solidarity,

ATTENTION PRE-LA W SOCIETY MEMBERS
APPLICATIONS
NOW AVAILABLE
FOR $500.00
UNDERGRADUATE
SCHOLARSHIP

APPLICATIONS AND DETAILS
AVAILABLE IN THE POLITICAL
SCIENCE OFFICE - 2ND FLOOR
WTI T TAN/f^J T-TAT T
VY lA-J_lAVMO n/\Ll^

' PRELAW SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP IS STILL
AVAILABLE AND OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS

UNDER PRESSURE?
come to the

STRESS/TIME MANAGEMENT
WORKSHOP
Wednesday, April 20
7:00 p.m.
Offenhauer Main Lounge
FREE
Sponsored by: The Wellness Center,
Offenhauer Staff, and

(AP)-Two
COLUMBUS (API
- Two
bills aimed at protecting
renters - especially the
low-income elderly and
disabled - whose apartments are turned into condominiums were passed
ovrwhelmingly by the
House yesterday.
Both measures now go to
the Senate.
Rep. Francine Panehal,
D-Cleveland, won 75-18 approval of her bill to require
developers to make relocation payments to qualified
elderly and permanently
disabled renters displaced
from their apartments by
condominium conversion
projects.
Approved by a 91-2 margin was related legislation
sponsored by Rep. Troy
Lee James, D-Cleveland,
that bars a developer from
engaging in coercive or
harassing practices
against tenants affected by
a switch to condominiums.
Panehal said her bill was
a fair and reasonable solution to difficulties that conversion projects pose for
the elderly and disabled.
She said many cannot afford the cost of a condomi-

the first independent union
in the Soviet bloc. The labor federation was outlawed in October.
Walesa refused to disclose details of his meeting
with Solidarity's underground Temporary Coordinating Commission, which
includes five fugitive union
leaders.
IN HOLDING and announcing the meeting, his
first witn the underground
since his release, Walesa
appeared to be trying to
see how far the authorities
would allow him to go in
maintaining his public role
as Solidarity leader.
Walesa remained
largely out of public view
for the first three months
after his release from internment, and in March
began attending the trials
of Solidarity figures
charged with political
crimes in an effort to generate public opposition to
prosecution of labor activists.
Walesa said he expected
the underground to issue a
policy statement soon.

nium or simply do not want
to leave the neighborhoods
in which they have lived.

"WE HAVE found a
great deal of trauma and
real fear and utter confusion on the part of these
people when they receive
their notice," she said.
Under Panehal's bill, developers must give tenants
at least 120 days in which
to relocate instead of the
current 90 days.
In addition, It allows
renters over age 60 and
those who are permanently
disabled to apply in writing
for relocation assistance
from developers. The aid is
provided only for those
whose gross income, including Social Security and
other retirement benefits,
is less than $15,000 annually.
Panehal said qualified
renters who have lived in
their apartments for less
than five years would be
entitled to relocation assistance equal to one month's
rent or $250, whichever is
greater.
Those whose apartment
has been home for five to

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
Is Now Accepting Applications For

OBSIDIAN EDITOR
Applications are available
at 106 University Hall

Deadline is Friday,
April 15, 1983

10 years are eligible for at
least *500 or two months'
rent. Residents at the address for 10 years or more
could receive $750 or three
months' rent.
Rep. Marie Tansey, RVermillion, opposed the
legislation as an infringement on the rights of realestate owners to decide the
future use of their property.
I am sympathetic to the
elderly and disabled but

James' bill spells out the
contents of notification and
option to purchase
statements that must be
given to tenants in conversion developments. It also
authorizes the attorney
general to receive complaints and take appropriate action.

4T A GLANCE

Man gulps pickles
GRAND PRAIRIE, Texas (AP) - It takes a hardboiled type to gulp down 36 pickled quail eggs in a halfminute.
But Kirk Jordan of Grand Prairie claimed a share of
the world record in the event by doing Just that over
the weekend.

'Short9 suspension

SWEETW ATER, Fla. (AP) - After baring his legs in
City Hall, police Sgt. Ray Toledo was suspended for
three days. Now he says hell fight for the right to
wear shorts to City Council meetings.
"If I have to go all the way to the Supreme Court, I
will," Toledo said, wearing a pair of navy-blue slacks.
The council voted to uphold the suspension which cost
him $223 in pay.
Last month, Mayor Armando Penedo objected when
Toledo wore shorts during an appearance at a council
meeting. Penedo ordered Toledo's brother, Police
Chief Charles Toledo, to discipline the sergeant.
1 I
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LETS GET TAN
SPECIAL'
8 tanning sessions

The Bowling Green State University
Board of Student Publications
is now accepting applications for

not totally convinced we
have a need for relocation
assistance under these circumstances," Tansey said.

for only -19.95
inly '2.49 per mil

Body Wrapf-ina
Body Toning
Vitamins
Radial Parry Casmaties

LeSoleihtm*

SUMMER EDITOR

mKhOMM

of

Fri. IOIOO-TM)
Sit. ttoOO-S.DO

Applications available: 106 University Hall
DEADLINE: Wed., April 20, 1983, 5 p.m.

REASONABLE RATES..."
THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS
in conjunction with
UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Offers to the Students of
BOWLING GREEN STA TE UNIVERSITY

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
• Reasonable Rales

SERVICES

• Professional Quality on the Most Sophisticated Typesetting
Equipment in Bowling Green.
Call 372-2601 or stop by 106 University Hall

presents its

25th Anniversary
Concert
featuring

Stacey
Mitchhdrt
Saturday, April -16
8:00-11:00 pm

&

THE
LITTLE KING MAN
will be making a special
appearance
Thursday-Friday-Saturday
at

Ken
Cowden
Falcon's Nest. Union
FREE and open to all

ntown, inc.
downtown,
ooooeow
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Trillo and Franco a welcome addition for Indians
by Steve Qulnn
»ports reporter

CLEVELAND - When a baseball
team uses a new second baseman and
shortstop for the third time in as
many years, it is no wonder it would
finish the year with the fewest doubleplays in in the league.
Tnat dilemna faced the Cleveland
Indians last year and on Dec. 9,1982
the Indians traded potential superstar
Von Hayes to the Philadelphia Phillies, electing to try their fourth different double-play combination in four
years.
Hie Tribe's new combination that
took the field ten days ago in Oakland,
featured Manny Trillo at second base
and Julio Franco at shortstop.
Before the 1982 season, the Indians
traded veteran second baseman
Ouane Kuiper and shortstop Tom
Veryzer, forcing the Tribe to begin
the season with two infielders who
had played a combined total of only 56
major league games.
THE TWO new infielders last season were rookie second baseman Jack
Perconte and shortstop Jerry
Dybzinski. Consequently their progression, or in this case regression,
led to many personnel changes in the
infield, including a demotion for
Dybzinski to the Indians' AAA farm
team in Charleston, S.C.
Dybzinski made 10 errors in his
first 30 games and had a total of 11
mishapsbefore being sent down to
Charleston. His hitting also took a dip
after starting off with a .288 average.
He batted only .184 in May and .156 in
June, and then he had to say "goodbye" to the Tribe.
The Tribe also used Larry Milbourne, aquired from Minnesota to
replace Dybzinski, at short and second, Mike Fischlin at short and Alan
Bannister at second. Even Von Hayes
and Toby Harrah saw spot action at
shortstop. No matter what combina-

tion the Indians used, the young infield could not replace veterans'
Kuiper and Veryzer.
Milbourne was teamed up with
either Fischlin while playing second
or when playing short Milbourne was
teamed up with Bannister. Some-

"We would never stick with the
same infield," Harrah said. "You
cannot go 162 games and not make an
error. Jerry Dybzinski was a good
infielder. Look at him now. He is
playing for the White Sox (Chicago)
and he will probably be starting soon.
Perconte is not a bad second baseman

Of the three infielders the Indians
traded last year, two of the players
earned starting positions and the
other is a back-up shortstop. Milbourne is seeing action at shortstop
and Hayes is starting in the outfield
for the Phillies while Dybzinski is
being appreciated by a major league

year's; Trillo and Franco both
worked with each other when they
were with Philadelphia last year.
Trillo was supposedly aquired for
his defensive credentials, and the
Indians might have found the answer
in the former Philly. Trillo is a three-

"Trillo is a veteran ballplayer and
a professional," first year manager
Mike Ferraro said. "What he said was
just a first reaction to the trade. How
would you like it if your boss told you
to move to California and then a few
years later he told you to move to New
Jersey."
Franco was brought to the tribe for
his offensive talents, something Indian shortstops lacked last year. He
never batted lower than .300 in five
minor league seasons, and batted .276
in 16 games with the Phillies last
season.
Franco has begun to live up to his
expectations. During the Indians'
home opener against the Baltimore
Orioles last Saturday, Franco hit his
first major league home run. No starting shortstop for the Indians hit a
home run last season.

Julio Franco
times, Fischlin was teamed up with
Bannister or Perconte. The bottom
line was that former Indians manager, Dave Garcia never stayed with
a consistent infield, and according to
third baseman Harrah this really hurt

to Indians.

either. These guys just did not get the
time they needed.
THIS YEAR the Indians did it
again by sending Milbourne to Philadelphia, Dybzinski to the Chicago
White Sox, with Perconte now playing
In Charleston.

Manny Trillo

team at shortstop instead of an Indians' farm team.
This time Cleveland will turn to the
experience of Trillo and the youth of
Franco to solve the problems of the
past. There is one difference between
this year's starting tandem and last

time Gold Glove winner and last season went 89 consecutive games without committing an error.
HIS STREAK broke the Baltimore
Orioles' Rich Dauer's major league
record of 86 consecutive games

University responded to plight of Falcon hockey
With the hockey sticks packed
away long ago and the pucks in
cold storage until next summer,
the clamor surrounding the
NCAA's decision to ban Bowling '
Green's hockey squad from its
Final Four has not subsided.
A recent editorial in The Hockey
News bordering on the vicious side,
attacked the selection committee
for its blatant stupidity.
But on campus, student interest
in the decision which occurred two
months ago yesterday, has not
subsided.
Apparently, many students
confronted the NCAA on its
selection procedure, writing letters
of protest to the NCAA. The official
NCAA reply, from Dennis L.
Poppe, assistant director of
championships, is a three page
letter justifying the move to send

r?

Minnesota-Duluth to the postseason championship.
- At least four of these letters have
beeu-seot to the News.from
University students and professors
who took the time to question the
ethics of the NCAA. The rationale
of the NCAA is set forth in eight
points in Poppe's reply, and
according to the letter, "when
reviewing the relative strengths of
the two schedules, the following
factors were considered:

3.) Minnesota-Duluth was 3-1
against Michigan Tech and BG was

final eight. In addition, BG had lost
7-3 to Lowell, a Division II
institution.

*0 Mfhriesota-Duluth had defeated'
Harvard 3-2, and the New

6.)NIne of Minnesota Duluth's
losses were to Minnesota and
Wisconsin. It had lost to only five
teams all year.

SIDELINE
by Tom Hisek
Asst. Sports editor

1.) Minnesota-Duluth was 11-1-1
against non-conference opponents
and BG was 1-2-1.
2.) Minnesota-Duluth was 2-4
against Wisconsin (the eventual
NCAA champion) and BG was 0-11.

HO

SB*
ft***

Hampshire 5-3 and 7-6, two teams
that had been selected for the
championship.

8.) Although Minnesota-Duluth lost
the regular season series to
Minnesota, it outscored the
institution, 22-20.

5.) BG had defeated Michigan
State four-out-of-five games, but
had defeated no other team in the

NOTES FROM THE RED LINE:
Former Falcon Hobey Baker
Award winner George McPhee

NO

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

•i
04.

BEHIND MARK'S PIZZA PUB
NEXT TO STERLING MILK « DORSEY DRUG

NO LONG WALKS IN MUD AND SLUSH OR
ON THOSE SUB-ZERO, WINDY, WINTER DAYS
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER S FALL SCHOOL 1B83
OPENINGS FOR STU0ENT8
TO FILL 4-MAN APTS. (SUMMER t FALL SCHOOL YEAR)
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES (2) BEDROOM (1-4) STUDENTS SUMMER SESSION
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(20) GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR
(2) bedroom (carpeted end furnished)
Laundry fscllities In each bldg.
Free trash removal
All unit* have double locks (Including deadbolt)
Weil Insulated and soundproof units
Modern-Fumlshed-Cable TV
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7.) When comparing MinnesotaDuluth's record against CCHA
opponents, it was 4-1 and the
WCHA was 12-1-1 against CCHA
opponents.

scored his first National Hockey
League goal for the New York
Rangers in the second game of the
Rangers' first round playoff sereia
against the Philadelpia
Flyers. . . .The Rangers swept the
Flyers in three games and face the
New York Islanders in round two of
the NHL playoffs... .Defensemen
Wayne Wilson and Mike Pikul have
been elected co-captains of the
1983-84 Falcon hockey team
It's interesting to note the final
sentence of Poppe's NCAA
rationale letter, "It is also
extremely difficult to remove
regional biases and parochial
interests from the selection
process, but it is my opinion that
the committee was most objective
and selected teams based on their
record and strengths of
schedules."

"The kid (Franco) has great credentials," Ferraro said. "Ifhis spring
performance was any indication of
the way he is going to play the rest of
the year, then he is going to have a
great season."
Only time will tell Just how well this
new double-play combination will
work out. Maybe Ferraro will be
more patient with his infielders than
Garcia, and stay with a set combination. If not, it could be another long
year for the Indians' infield.

Tribe edges
Rangers 4-3
CLEVELAND (AP) - Mike HarCra doubled home Chris Bando with
tying run in the seventh inning and
then scored the winner on S single by
Bake McBride as the Cleveland Indians rallied for a 4-3 victory over the
Texas Rangers on Wednesday.
Cleveland starter, Len Barker, M,
gave up three runs on eight hits in
eight innings. The victory was his
sixth straight without a loss against
Texas, his former team, in Cleveland
Stadium.
Texas reliever Mike Mason, 0-2,
who started the seventh inning in
place of starter Charlie Hough, surrendered both runs and took the loss.
Dan Spfuner pitched a scoreless
ninth for his third save.

MODEL OPEN...
11:00 AM TIL 4:00 PM WEEKDAYS
11:00 AM TIL 4:00 PM SATURDAY

w&S
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*
*
*
*

Within those 89 games, Trillo fielded
479 straight plays and broke Jerry
Adair's record of 458 set in 1965. He
made just five errors last year, and
only one of them was on natural
grass. Trillo will be playing 81 games
on Cleveland's natural gran field.
The trade was not the easiest thing
for Trillo to handle. When he first
heard of the trade he was not happy
with the thought of going from a
contending team to a team that has
finished sixth for the past three years.
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25 business establishments at your front door
Large freezerfor additional storage
Ample perking et your front door
Qas berbeque grill for the gourmet cook
No car required, save on ges ft operating costs
No long welks on those zero winter days or In the mud end slush
Well lighted streets between apts., campus and shopping areas
Friendly helpful landlords
Wether ft Dryer In bWg
Free heat, water, ft sewage
f FOSTHf CWAMOriHICaOP. ]
AA
MAUOl
Dependable maintenance
oo fiunit
CAMPUS MUNOI
9 1/2 or 12 month leases
I L
1
fl

From $132.00 per person per month
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BGSU'S MOST EXCITING NIGHT SPOT ISN'T
IN BOWLING GREEN
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THURSDAY
with

POUNDER NIGHT
EVERY THURSDAY BUTTONS BUS
AT
8:30,9:30,10:30....

■ust

(4) Person occupancy
(2) and (3) Person apartments available
ALL UTHJTm INCLUMC IXCIPT IIICTRK
'rtNMtt 4 A.C. By 0«| C..I. T.V.

««2&«o

362-9302
EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS
352-7365
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874-2254
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FRESH DONUTS DELIVERED
EVERY MORNING
THE OtTAWAY MHIIl

CLASSIFIEDS

OwnMernen ot BQSU:
Do ton knew a pretty lady? Large
Co. la looting lor Deeutrlul women
lo model tar a color poster lo
appear neat year. Ptaaaa can Tom
McKanna at 1-oO0-472-e742 weekende or atler 7pm. Caw IS441S4.

Ceaaatas rests «. w o. mil M swakews. HU rr»t so- ease DO M
■am anewi, ;»»»im««i»K
CMMMrrV IVfNT* IMng> lor non-orokt ouMc service OiW »• Be XOM
0HC1 for free end Btregular ram MnAi
Oeeoww ■» * lUng. . ? a»yi b.l». DuUcaXx > 4 00 p m FnOey ■ 4 00pm - ft.
deeowei lor a-w t ueeaey adeem
B—< tome «. ■ aaatiii ■ me ao Naneftkse. IN uummn HM.
saunera awaaed-km as SIS 95
Wei nwl or bMl any wrttlen eeli
mete Don'l pay morel'! Cel 3541278 lo> FREE estrate' BQ Muffler
Center 1 1055 Bowing Qroen Rd

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Aprl 14, 1983
AMERICAN CI*He»CAL SOCIETY
ANNUAL BANQUET-FRIOAV
APRIL 15 AT 5 30 pm AT THE UCr
CHURCH HALL ALL FACULTY AND
STUDENTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
CHEM DEPT WELCOME TICKETS- (3 PER STUDENT AT CHEM
OfFCE

Get HAPPY FEET at SAM Be
HAPPY leef HOURS
4-6pm»9-10pm
Get reedy to put your P.J.S on.
Lambda CM Alphaa's
Tuck-In'
service Is coming Sun. Aprs) 17thTlMkS, April H.

Expert a Accurate Typng
70-a page
CH Chris 362-1224

Good Luck lo the ATO'a. Betas and
the Gamma Phis In tonights Greek
Games Go lor it1 Love the Gamma

TUCKER TYPING
Coesgiate, DuoWoai, personal
Nancy 352-0809
5th Year Ful time service

Christian Rod Concert.
Sun. Aprl 17. 7 pm Watt Hal
Room 128 Tarry Faher trom ma
Jaaua Houaa in Cncmnatt plus the
WlogreyWlaon Band Free Conoart

Phi's
HAW UNLIMITED. 143 W WOOS
TER 353-3281 FEATURING PRECISION HAW CUT ONLY $9 00
Happy Hour-Hoedey Inn
Everyday, si day MTV
Every Mgftl. Al Night

PERSONAL
Climb

"IS" Is coming

April 22
U.P.S. WsaWNO. POINT

Head South on Main Street
to THE GETAWAY. Freeh Donuta.
OueHy hsnd-dipped Ice Cream
end deeclous eendwlchea.

141 S. MAW

Fa» partial schedule raooncNIallon
Aprl 25-29. Northeast Commons
tliassm partial raconcllHIWnAp.il
26-27, Town Room. Union
Fall Open Registration-May 2-6.
Northeasl Commons
glimmer Open Registration Ao"l
28-29. Uraverslly Urvon. May 2 t
after, no Admin Bog

ACROSS FROM MACYS
9-5 M—F

rlOMEMADE CAKE DONUTS
Delivered rreeh finale weekend
Order Oy Apr* 15
See Pink Posters

Ainghl RSA EXECUTIVE BOARD Get
Hrsd up lor your mystery night this
Thursday!
ATTENTION ALPHA GAM SENIORS
TONIGHT

WE

WILL

RAISE

OUR

I am an sboul-to-retire university
protaoaor I am proud ol the tscl rhol I
have never been gusty ol sexual
heraeement I relate woman have
■tnata alrenglha and weakneasee and
I take Ihie kilo coneldsretMn in my
-I
Because my students are
spproatTaaefy SOS mats. I try lo put
the girls'' al ease by comcamenting
them A rneklng them feel special I
meke suggeeltve stalements and
eomoamea go Into my "Groucho Marx
leer'' routine when a gal enters class
late Thai ahvaye gets a big laugh from
everyone
WRONG PROFESSOR
ABOUT—TO-flETWE! YOU ARE
GUILTY OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT

DRINKS TO TOAST 4 LONG 1 TAX-

ROCKS! ROCKS' ROCKS'
Eamnos-NecWacaa-Desk Pieces
Many mineral speomone
Chimes lor REAL ROCK MUSIC
Crott Show Union-Aprl 13. 14. 15

ING YEARS HERE AT B.O. LETS
DRINK TO NO MORE PARTIALS.
PAPERS. FINALS. ETC

TONIGHT

WILL PROVE TO BE A NIGHT LONG
REMEMBERED BY ALL.

The Snarl osa Markatiag Association a raving Faculty/Student Happy
hours on Friday, Aprl 15. from 4.008 00 pm at Man Street Al Sales
Quo msmbara are also invited
There will be an Important International Relations Association meeting
INs Thursday. 5 30 in 300 Msly Al
members and interested persons are
urged lo attend We w* be electing
1983-84 orltoors

Attention Choice Oo-ers:
That weeks scbvity wet address gay
couples and the problems they may
encounter Elections wi also be held
lor next years executive committee
Please come ana give your vote and
support (Thai is the final meeting of
the year) Hope lo see you al there1
Betas-Thanhs lor the fun al the Campus Manor apt on Sat We're ready
lo let oil some more pink a green

The Student Cornel lor Exceptional
Chadren wat be holding an organuakonel meeting on Sunday. Aprl 17 al
6:00 n 111 B A Elections 'or 83-84
Executive positions wtl be held si this
meeting Al interested persona are
encoursQeo to attend

TheDZa
Srett Hart. CongrMiisatlorie on being named brother ol the week.
Thanks tor your help arlth parents
weekend. The brothers ol Sigma
Phi Epslkm.

JHUAM- AFTER ALL THE GEBOS
IN YOUR PAST YOU'VE FOUND
YOUR "MR RIGHT" AT LAST! CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR ENGAGEMENT TO JIM' LOVE TMB.
BELCHIE AND JAN-^JAN XXXOOO

CARL PARKER—THE CURLING
BANQUET IS OVER. WHAT A WAY
TO END THE SEASON. CONGRATULATIONS ON A FANTASTIC SEASON AND YOUR SECOND PLACE
NATIONAL VICTORY. THE BROTHERS OF ALPHA SIOMA PHI.

Loett One dart brown leather wallet
SI Uptown last Saturday. II found
pleees return-No questions sskedRewardl Please call Debl at 3524204.

Judy Merkel-Congralularions on your
DZ-ATO pmning lo Chris. You reeay
kept it e secret' Love, you OZ
sislsra.
You're doing a great job on the Now
Pledge Program' Ware al behind you
101% Love, your Alpha xi Delta
Satera

Congratulations to the new RSA executive board-Cathy. Krlsti. Karen.
Chans, a Flee Good mat In 83-84!

ROE NEEDED TO DAYTON IVAN
DAUA EXIT) ON APRIL 15 WILL
HELP PAY FOR GAS CALL KIM AT
352 2972

Dan Bllnn, congratulations on being Inducted Into Phi Beta Kappa
and Mortar Board. We're all proud
ol you. The brothers ol Sigma PM
EpUlon.

SERVICES OFFERED

I.F.C. SPONSORED
FRATERNITY RUSH
TONIGHT

ROLLER SKATE RENTAL
PURCELLS BIKE SHOP

352-6264
TUTORING Basic Math. Algebra. En
gash and Reading Can altar 8pm
874-3349
NEW PHONE NUMBER
JS4-3540
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
IN WOOD COUNTY
Confidential, personal care
Special rates BGSU students
Convenient appointments
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
IN WOOD COUNTY
CONFIDENTIAL PERSONAL CARE
Special Relea-BGSU students
CONVENIENT APPTS.
3S4-1S40.
TAXES TAXES TAXES
Roster Tax & Accounting Service
phort form $8 Long form $15 8 up]
Professional Preparation
Reasonable Rates
1007 N Max. BG
352-4340

Dana Zets congratulates Kim Pattys. Joanne Kuhn. Mary Amatoro.
Cindy Nelson, and Paul Stewart aa
new members ol Ordaf ol Omega
Dolts and Alpha Phi AJpha -The Alpha
Phi's are psyched lo be teamed with
you for Greek Week' Gel ready lor
some tun and games-end greet times

PtCE SPRING BEER BLAST
THIS SATURDAY-6 00 p.m.
5th ANO HIGH
Pre-Fteg Needs You!
The 1983 Summer l^e-Regletretion
Staff Is now accepting apcacaaona
from those ntereeted In volunteering
thaw time It is a great opportunity to
meet the new students A to develop
your interpersonal skies Each volunteer wfl be entitled lo one free meal
tar each day worked Pre-Regietre•on rune from June 27-Juy 22 H
ksynaatad you may signup In 406
Student Services Any questions col
372-2843
RACQUET STruNQINQ MM
LOCKER ROOM. M2-7H7
RUSH DELTA UPSILON
TUESDAYS AND THURSDAYS

7:M
RUSHOU
RUSH DU
RUSHDU
Sata-Ssto-Sale
Sweet pants Reg S8.S5-10.96
Now $6 SO
Al sweat tops $11.00
Select shorts i baeebel
srwls 50% off
Locker Room, 109 N Main
SALE—SALE-SALE
Riddel. Mitre, wason
AdOas shoes
40* ofl Locker Room
109 N Main
Sktawek Cknvj Aprl 22
Sidewalk Ckmb Aprl 22
SOaws* Csmb Aprl 22
Sktewast Ckmb 83 rsrfhj tickets wal
be on sale Friday n University Hal.
plus from any TKE or Alpha Phi oaiy
Win a stereo system from Sound
Asaokcatea. Greet coupons offer on
Hie rsflta Bckt.
Signs Nu Wow! Whelawaektobeagreekl The Bast of Greek Weak • yet
to come! Love. The sisters ol Alpha XI

Sloan Bentley-ls your Throwing arm
tor rent? You are a Super monitor! OZ
love; Your sisters.

LOW.
OONT YOU THINK ITS TIME TO
COME HOME YET? I'M SURE THE
DUDE WILL LIVE WITHOUT YOU
FOR ONE NIGHT YOU OWE US
ONE NIGHT OF PARTYINQ
THAT MEANS ALL NIGHT!! OR
ELSE THE VANSCHAAKS

Surprise s Girl Friend! Have her
tucked In by a Lambda CM. Starts
San. April 17 through Tues. April
19. Call 2-47M or 2-01IX tor Detail a

Merit WHlii Congratulations an being elected to ATO new e.ecl They
couldn't have chosen a better vicepresident! Your hard work and dedication has sure paid off. Oood
luctl Love Nency.
MIKE
SKELLY-CONGRATULATKDNS ON A SUCCESSFUL RUGBY
TRIP AND A FANTASTIC SEASON
THE BROTHERS OF ALPHA SIGMA
PHI

EARN $500 OR MORE EACH
SCHOOL YEAR FLEXIBLE HOURS
MONTHLY PAYMENT FOR PLACING
POSTERS ON CAMPUS BONUS
BASED ON RESULTS
PRIZES
AWARDED AS WELL
800-526-0883

OFF CAMPUS
FORMAL
APRIL tS, 19(3
PRESIDENT'S LOUNGE
ICE ARENA
ALL WELCOME

Earth Day la coming
April 21 al
Earth Day |t coming

Soup. Sstod a Breed $175
11am—3pm
OAILYM

Taylor Wine Presentation
April 19, 1:00-11 00 pm.
Presidents Lounge toe Arena
For AMA Members
The American Ivtarteang Aaeocavaon
la having Facuay/Student Happy
Hours on Friday. April 16. From
4:00-8:00 pm at Main Street Al
sales dub members are stop IrtvUed
The brothers ol PI Kappa Alpha
would Ilka so thank the sisters of
Alpha XI Delta tor la al week's great
weekend swarm up.
T-SMrt screening
If your not getting your shirts from
JEANS N' THINGS
Your're probably paying too much!!
Jeans N'Tmngs
SSI Padg, at
WELCOME TO DOWNTOWN
ALL MTE ALL WEEK
GET TWO
"11 OZ- LITTLE KWOS"

PI Kappa Phi.
Drink or Drown' Beer Blasl
Is coming Sat Aprl 23, N E Commons

FLU RUSH
Meet the brothers of Phi Gamma
Delta tonight. 7-9. al the Alpha Gam
House
FIJI RUSH

Simple Pksssurss Inventory Uquldstton sale. MS olt el rnercrkandlss. 2 days oray-Aprll IS * IS.
Don't miss the ssvlngsl

Km Murray-Hope you have a great
20th B-Oey' Who appreciates music?
Lets keep up the partying! Love, your
friends on 2nd

LYNN MARIE. AFTER 3 YEARS.
YOU'RE STILL THE BEST R M IN
THE WORLD I LOVE YOU' WEENIE

EARL. BOB. BEAN. AND JOE. CONQRATULATIONS ON YOUR PROVINCE OFFICES. THE BROTHERS OF
ALPHA SIOMA PHI.

Alyour typing needs
profesaionafy done
352-4017

Peggy Eberhan-Heppy 19th B-Dey
So you are finely legel' Now you can
drmk at Ova less Congratsl Love.
Ducky

KaM Setter

CELEBRATE GREEK WEEK
AT SAM B'S
HAPPY HOURS 4-6PM 9-10PM

•IDES

PAUL MILLER-CONORATULATKMS ON YOUR ALPHA SrQMA
PHI-DELTA OAMMA LAVALM-RINO THE BEST OF SUCCESS TO
YOU BOTH. THE swWTnTfltS.

Jennifer. Thanks tor making Paddy
Murphy such a gnat llmel Your a
real awsilhasitll I can't wait tor
Cta-O tarmalt Love. Owes.

Beta Balloons this weekend1 Love.

LOST AND FOUND

PARTICIPATION IN THE NATIONAL
STUDENT EXCHANGE a) eta a poaajbaty tar 1983-84 Thirty-seven coilegee A unhioraMel are ate! open tor
exchange Contact the Center for
Educational Options. 231 Admin
Bog. 372-0202. tor Intormatlon.
Don't wast - sppscatlon deadens* an
soon!

Wendy. Friaey mode if to the big 19 I
bet you thought it would never coma
Have e very happy birthday and a
great weekend I love you. Scott P.S.
Thai weekend you buy the beer!

LF.C.I
WsnlssWsTTY RUSH
TOMNHT
lllnnS Ota* "S3" atasr Meat
Itaraaaast Cmuaiesj Aprs n
SCHOOLS OUT M 3 WEEKS. DO
YOU HAVE A SUMMER JOB YET?
EARN $3294 CALL 362-7462.
WANTED
A aaatlls Room?
Student needs a RM May 6-Juna 13
Cal 372-3583. Doug W
I3ESFERATELY NEEDED FOR 'UFOR PwtE ST. laOUSE. DTHOt OENDCR. M7» PER MM. PLUS uTsLS.
FANTASTIC, ROOMY. COMFORT
ABLE. FUSaVMHEO HOUSE I CALL
TOM AT M4-HTI FOR MOM INFO.
Nice efficiency to luttlssi mvned
Ctoaa to campus $185 mo 3641342 or 362-7609
Bar Help. Part ante evenlnga. CM
Tuee or Thurs after 4:00 p.m
Racquet connecllon. Hoattay Lane.
Perryaburg, 674-4318
Head 2 melee to sublet house at
2M S. tammR tar summer. Caw
MHM1 er I71-M4I.
1 -4 persons nsaitad to subta. house
tor summer Only $3207010 Near
campus. 3 Ma-ma 372-1067.
Wanted Tenants tor the 83-84
school veer Gas: Heat/oven paid tor.
Act now and get a $40 discount tor
kslaem 354-1065 or 354-1237.
S F. SUITES. NEEDED FOR SUMMER. HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS,
I to***.. 1 BATHS, PORCH S
a^mVAOOF. 8100 * UTsLS. CALL
ANYTIME MMS74.
M pooaos ta lab Inn a I sYawRw.
houss ItUe summer. Ctoaa lo campus, rant cheep, all imwUis paid
Fhona M1-SSS9.
F. iinla. needed Imrnsdsslely Moa
houaa. Own room. Rent $110. Ph.
362-3290 or 362-2419.
FEM RMTE.. 83-84 scfl. yr . low
rant. 2 person. 2 bdrin.. otosW to
campus Cal Cathy altar 5, 362-

1796
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED IMMEDIATELY. SUMMER ANO OR
FALL 362-0488 AFTEH 5:30.
1 roommaleo needed tor aYJMMER.
BtO HOUSE. CLOSE TO CAMPUS,
OWNROOMSII
Call FMI or Jbn lU-TMS.
Need s F rmts for FALL 83-84? I am
InMrssMd m a 2 or 3 rm. apt /house
For more into cal COLLECT 216624-0067 after 6 00 p m
1-4 F. needed to lubklMl house
Ctoaa to campus A cheap. $260 al
summer 352-2909
1-3rmtea lor 83-84 scool year Low
rant. Ctoae to campus NICE! 353
0065. 8:30-12.00: 1.00-4:30
362-9166 aftar 6

HELP WANTED
CRUISE JOBS! S14-S28.000. Carrlbeen. Hawwi. World CM tor Guide
Directory. Nawaktttar 1 916-7221111 Ext BowlOteen.
Going to be hare thai eummer? Don'l
met the aign-upa tor ntarvtawa tor
the ccntararioa houeing poaatona:
desk clerks, night guards. A night
darks Pick up sppararkxai In the
Student Employment Program office.
460 Student Services, Thursdsy
Aprl 1401 lUmtled spokatowi In
tormabon about other lobs tor Spring
| Summer stop ovaJaaOle
M'A'S^HISOVER
and m 2 moa. so • the 82-83 school
yaw. Do you have a summer job yet?
National company has several positions avM tor 60 students If you're
tviroworlung A don'l mind travel, send
a seH-addreeaed env. A phone § to
P.O. Bex 103. BQ .OH 43402

THE BO NEWS
IS NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR FALL 'S$
SALES REPRESENTATIVES
101 UNIVERSITY HALL
DEADLINE: 4(2 27M

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Summer » Ful hme
Wouto you ava to kwi en eetabaahed
recogrxied leader n server portrait «
rosrboon Wvjtogrsptiy? Are you metun. outgoing, attractive, wesujruonisvj. honeet. A creative? SeveraJ
poanxins ere aeswili to expend and
rrssYlkah our senior portreii A candid
rjvason In Northern Onto. W4 tram
Contact Student Employment.

SmM 1 bdrm houaa 12 mo. taaaa

APARTMENTS: 2 MDRCOM
PRIVATE SLEEFUKl ROOMS
FREE HEAT A CABLE TV
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN DORM
LEASES: SUMMER A FALL

HaVWIQ MaVIVVQ tUfMIWf. NS4V CaTafTl-

pus 362-7366
NOW ranting tor summer Two bedroom, turn apt Water, coble Lv. paid
tor A/C. periling lot. laundry facades
$400 tor the summer. $250. lor
shorter tarm CM 362 7162

OWNED A MANAGED BY BEST
WESTERN FALCON PLAZA MOTEL
Owning unkeue eeritoM A lecWHwe- IS we- el courteous dependCs« Tern si 1124171 er Mt-ISOS.

Woodard Phciejiaasihlc Inc.
Balevue, Oh.
Summer A parrnanant |oba tor aludenta. M/F. Ngtl pay. Rocky Mountain Area ReeorbvOusal Renchee ol
held/conetruclion
Some provide
housing, experience not neceeeery
CMenytlme (303) 698-2642

SUMMER RENTALS
Houeae I Apta Ctoaa To
Campus. 1-267-3341

Rsntab tor summer A school year
TkarVetty
1-Spm
362-6566.

Down raw of houaa I single rooms on
E. wuietai. scross from Rodgers.
For summer only 362-7365 snynme
or 362-8676 evee

2 bdrm , dean and quiet. W semes
tar. 4 gHa 352-6040 sfler 6.

LOW LOW SUbsMfR MTU AVAsVABLE. SOME WITH FREE AM CONDITtONSNG. CALL FOR ADOITONAL
INFO. Newto.e Msnagamant 352M20.

NATIONAL CORPORATION
many areas <* the country. Com■ataatan pigs benefits «is-20k tkst
year eermngs Field training by
experienced manager.
Contact
Canaan; label A Tag Co. 912-7129.
Ask tar Bruce Wright

■r the summer. HUGE
HOUSE, CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN
AREA. 114 N. Mam
CsA M1-04M onytkwa

saaaaar tobm. Netionel Compan, has
lull Urni soeMoue asset tar hard
ewewawl lllllilla. Earn S2M.00 par
week- Cast M2-74A2.

News/ tedecoisred itowiayeWa. 2
boYm. tor surnmsr Only $300 A tow
ulssasa. sotacant campus 364-1763

HOUSEBOY NEEDED FOR 83-84
SCHOOL YEAR 2-6187 or 2-1607

OPEN HOUSE
OPEN HOUSE
OPEN HOUSE

FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Kenwood Amp-35 watts
Garrard turntable. Creig AAUFM 8-trk
player (cer). BEST OFFER- CM Feck
362-7051

FOR RENT: ONE BORM APT $186
NICE QUIET NEIGHBORHOOD
CALL AFTER 6:00 pm 352-6994

FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS
121 State • Next ta Sam B'S
lew (Kepiey ad In Uday'a BG New

2 bdrm turn set. sa-ge, clean, quiet
Ctasya to campus 4 students-Sum
mw I FM. 362-6040 altar 6pm.
Summer Subkseeee needed. 2 bdrm
opposAs Korl Hal. 362-6876
111 111 $. MAM: LARGE 2 SDRM
AFTS. ONLY I YR8. OLD. Vary
privets. Fern. Cell Newleie Msnsgi
eieM $»>asMfl.
SUMMER RENTALS
Excellent rates an 2 bdrm.. AC,
Mmsakad apta. $24 Sutttl Street.
Houaa to rant tor Summer
Starting Mey IB
Ptaaaa CM 362-4860.
Now ranting tor sumnvar A tM Across
■ram campus. 1 A 2 bdrm fum. urns)
from $400/person/semeeter 3624131
Fum. efflc., 12 mo taaae, ctoaa to
campus. Aval. FM 362-3446.
Very race fum 1 bdrm Second St
12 mo taaaa svM FM 352-3445

33»18 ratrig 1 yr old. greet cend
$130.00 or beet ofler Karen. 3725262.
1968Bonnevaxi
PS, PB. Many new parts. $275 or
beet otter. CAI Jos at 372-1666
. mooes home with washerdryer, stove I refrtg . 2 storage
sheds INVEST A gat aonwthlng tor
YOUR MONEY. Affordable 3641994.

Fum.. 3 or 4 bdrm. houaa. school
yr. or yr. teeee AvM. June or Aug.
362-7454 before 12:30

FOR FALL. 2 bdrm fum apt $375/3
students Newly fum A carpet
352-2683

Renting eummer or fM Eft. 1 bdrm, 2
bdrm uraum. apta downtown 3827197.

1 Bdrm Urmansshed Apt.
Dayiwashw. Storage, and Pool
AvM. Now and FM 352-2276

SUMMER RATES $376.00
2 bdrm. fum. apta.
Phone 362-2883

Efltokancy Is sublet New through
II, 1135/mo. Includes utlUBes. cloee 10 campus. 372-0201:
sraarlcM, 112-1103. Fans.

Summer rental
Fum. A uraum houses
Referenoee required 363-3865

Oats Beta
3 apaad brown Free Scan
CALL 362-9360

Fum 2 bdrm. 4 student houaa 1
btook from campus 352-7464 betora 12:30

Stereo wUh AM/FM redo, sot size
console, needs some work, $60.
362-8803 ofler 6.

631 7th SI 2 bdrm.. fum owner
pays tor heel. AC. water, sewer
Tenants pay Ighta. For Summer or
FM. neeannaule rales John Newtove
Real Estate 319 E. Wooeter [near
campus ) 354-2280 or 352-6653

Far Sale: Meet rnU, IHO Yamaha
AM apodal, motorcycle Beautiful
SSesawaswi Mack A chrome. Asking
I1250.00 will negottata. Spring la
herel CAB Ted M $$2-$»91.

I1M22 SECONO: CLOSE TO CAMPUS. FREE NEAT, WATER. SEWER.
2 bdrm. rum, laundry rm. In building, CaN Newtove Management 352M20.

Must sea new manual Smith Corona
trpewriser, stake offer. Caw 352$OM.
'77 Coroaa Toyota detuxo. AM^M
tape, rune excel . 35 mpg I 9" color
TV. 1 yr old with stand. Stereo
ayetam. Ptonaar 4SW. Techrvcs. soft
button metal cap. Technics spkara.
40-60 W. with stand. Cast 3622973.

7*1 FOURTH: EXTRA SINKS IN
EACH BORM. 2 bakes, turn. Laundry
twW. tit MitMlrpQ- Cwf Nia*Wsi}">Mj) Mtirt-

egonvont I52-M20

Lower duplex for 4. Summer 8 FM
Upper duptok tor 3. Summer A FM
352 0839
Lovely, private 1 bdrm. fum. apt.
nialaerrsal but vary ctoee to UrUv
Anal, summer or !M 362-0209
wssluands or avaa.
121 172 - $12 112 S. MAM VERY
URGE 1 aVJRM. Above s lellnin
ao n a very ejSSMSt A prtvele. Call
Newtoie ataaiaimsm 352-5420
111172 S. kUUN: PRIVATE I 2 bdrm..
lam., Extra storage anas. Call New
t 352-5120.
1 bdrm apt ctoee to campus Begin
rang FM tarm Ph 1 -8787437
Large 3 bdrm. apt next to campus
Avatabta Summer or FM tarma Ph
1-8787437

4 bedroom house tor summer Greet
location. Next lo campus, food, avjndromat. A bora CAI 354 3080

7$ Flat Ills Ml steering, tilt back
seats EC Asking II 150.00 (419)
2M77M.

2ND. ST. APT. 2 bdrm.. turn. pay
electric only, reesonsbie Cal 3543100.

1980 Datsun 210 Was-. AM7FM.
25.000 mass, very good cond
$3,400. 362-2466 or 372-2301,
aak tor Sarah.

3 bdrm fum house tor 5-6 people
CM 353-8491 from 8-6. Mon.-Frt.

1976 VW Rabbit Good meeage.
■raa. new battery, mst tuned Don
354-1504 altar 10 pm

Privately owned apartments A house
Southwest reelcssntM eraa$176-250 00 Ph 353-3855
Now ranting lor 83-84 school yaw
Houees end apartments Boggs Real
Estate 362-9467. 362-3841. 3641120
PARTY ROOM AVAILBLE
PREFERRED PROPERTIES
M5 HJQM ST.: 352-1371

POM RENT
CARTY RENTALS
Houeae Apartnierils-Roome
9-12 month leases Summer Rentals
Al new Campus 362-7365
836 4th St Fum . Ig . 2 bdrm . bath
A a ha*, oaspoeel, gas heel A AC. Al
utl mdud. except atoc 362-7464
before 12 30

CAMPUS MANOR ARTS
Behind Dexter s Apta tor 2. 3. 4
persons 9 1/2 or 12 mo taaaa
Summer rate $475 for entire summer
melon. Model open dary 11-4.
352-9302 or 362-7365 evenlnge

VEL-MANOR APARTMENTS
Two 2 bdrm. epts aval tor FM A
Summer. Lg rving rm , kitchen ceramie betn, air cond I laundry tad
CM 362 2858 tor sppt only

1 bdrm. apt. Summer leases
weet of campus
6pm.

2 beta

352-7766

after

2 bdrm apta . 9 mo leesea tor 4 M
$110 aa tor 3 at $120 aa, tor 2 st
$160 M Also 1 bdrm acts Al naar
Cempua 352-7366

FREE months rant on our futy furnkshed studto spartmenta! Com
ptataty quiet and private Plenty of
alorege Ful kitchen end bathroom
Wa write our knees to lit your needs
Good location Ctoaa to restaurants
and stores CHARING CROSS AFTS.
1017 S. Main St. 352-0500

2 bdrm apta. tor 4 at $110 each, or

3 at $140 each Also. 1 bdrm apta.
A single rooms. 9 month liaan Near
campus 352-7386

WERE FIGHTING
FOR \OUR LIFE

ANSWER TO PflEVIQUS PUZ7IF
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SPRING TUNE Ul
SPECIAL

MINI—MALL
I BEAUTY SALON I

$15.00
FRIENDLY ONE DA Y

Haircuts $5.00

THURSDAY STUDENTS
WITH VALID ID
NLY$1.00iiiTS»i

3RD BIG WEEK!
Tttey were looking
to belong.

Outsiders
AT 7:30 a 9:30
t»UT larmiiaaiKT

REPAIR SERVICE
NEW AND
Purcef1',
USED BIKES --teafwtf*..;<$

S

Blowdry $5.00

AlAMUtfMCIi

tl

FHAftaS FORD COPPOLA Presents

190 S. Main, BG
352-7658
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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ACROSS
1 Bedouin
6 Clerics
11 Southern
constellation
12 Set in place
14
lo stand on
15 Used crayons
17 Miscellany
18 Tardy one
20 Mideast org.
21 Fireplace
ledges
23 Namesakes ol
author Uris
24 Marmalade
Ingredient
25 Van Gogh's
"Bridge at
"
27 Eggs
28 Poet Alighieri
29 Spiritualists'
gatherings
31 Classified
32 Leggy arthropod
34 Holiday
happening
37 Another helping
40 Care for deeply

41
42
44
45
47
48
49
51
52
54
56

Airline sbbr.
Rszor sharpener
Poach
Segment
Beget
Naval off.
Pollvwog
Naw Deal agcy.
Place
Funnyman's dud
Painter's
material
57 Pit
58 Costume
59 Show derision

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

n
13
14
16
19
22
24
26
28
30

Gilt givers
Remove
Oklnawan capital
Gave sparingly
Type of march
Tidal line
Family types
Malicious
Fossils of a type
Suffix forming
diminutive
31 Wall St. monitor
33 Proud ones
34 Strides back and
forth
35 Handsome youth
36 Settled down
DOWN
38 Guzzler
Worthy
39 Reddish-brown
Italian hour
41 Sea ducks
Suburban sight
43 Fruit bowl Item
"Let's make
49 Noggins
"
46 Actress Terry
Rimster's product 49 "...a
Secret
told by an Idiot"
Ill-mannered ones 50 Site of Cork
Courageous
S3 Former Mideast
Ike's concern
gp.
Bushmaster
55 Compass point

Final Exam
Schedule
Spring Semester
1983
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PLEASE NOTE
•For example, a class that meets for the first lecture time in a week at 8:00 a.m. Tuesday (8:00 T) is scheduled for
e«rrisnatiori at 8:30 a.m. Tuesday, 5/3/83. Similarly, a class that meets for the first lecture time In a week at 12:30 p.m.
Monday (12:30 M) la scheduled for examination at 1:15 p.m. Thursday, 5/5/83.
•If a conflict exists between a common exam time and a regularly scheduled exam time, the regularly scheduled exam takes
precedence and the student should be allowed to make up the common exam.
•If a course meets both in large lecture and discussion format, the first large lecture time In a week is used as the basis for
ototerrnWng the final exam Hme of the course.
•The final exam schedule incorporates each starting time on the semester Hme grid as passed by Academic Council. Also,
other starting Ames have been added to the ftanal exam schedule on Tuesdays and In the evenings to accomodate isolated
exceptions to the time grid. Any faculty member with a course starting at a time not Indicated on the final exam schedule
should consult with the studenta m the class to establish the Ideal meeting lime for the final.

